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Foreword
Welcome to the second edition of Enterprise Social Network Adoption in 5 Steps. I have
focused the second edition squarely on IBM Connections Cloud and the on-premises
edition of IBM Connections to give you as much practical advice about being successful
with getting your users making the most of social collaboration as possible.
Since the publication of the first edition I am asked regularly for examples of where in
customer’s organizations social collaboration can be used. I have, therefore, expanded the
Use Cases section and clarified many of the details around practical uses for IBM
Connections.
If you are a customer who has purchased IBM Connections, I hope this book will give
you the confidence and inspiration to start the journey of truly developing a new culture of
transparency and open-ness which will make your working life more enjoyable and to
deepen personal, customer and supplier relationships. In the end we are all social animals
and we enjoy working with other people. If we can make that process better it is for the
good of us all.
As before I welcome any comments and feedback on the contents. If you find it useful,
please tell your friends.
You can find me on Twitter - @alanghamilton, and my blog is
http://alanghamilton.com/blog.
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Introduction
The late Steven R. Covey famously said in his book “The Seven Habits of Highly Effective
People” that you should “Start with the end in mind”. Without a clear vision about what the
future will look like, you will surely fail to realize it. Like going on a journey, if you do not have
a destination in mind, then how will you know when you get there?
A vision is typically an emergent property that might describe a nascent desire by the
management or the employees in your organization, which has yet to find a definition. It
might also be one, which is revealed in some sort of epiphany to a member of your
organization’s management. You as the visionary in your organization need to consult and
understand where these people are in their thought processes.
Imagine a scenario that occurs all too often: A senior executive in your organization
reads an article in one of those business publications you find in the seat back on a coastto-coast flight. In it there’s a case study about some organization which seems to reflect a
utopian culture where people who work there are self-motivated team workers who are
driven by the desire purely to serve the customers and who think management is doing a
great job. Your executive discovers that it is because they have deployed the latest social
network technology in their organization and suddenly their knowledge-sharing and
collaboration problems are solved. Your executive lands the article on your desk on Monday
morning and says, “We need one of them”.
OK, well, perhaps that is a little far-fetched, but I am sure you recognize the scenario.
Management has little concept of how difficult it can be to implement massive change in the
organization – they just have a picture, or a vision, of what they want the result to look like.
Many organizations think they can embrace social technologies simply by installing
some software or sending their staff on a training course. Some others think that it is solely
about having a presence on Facebook or LinkedIn. A more deeply held view is the “build it
and they will come” situation. Some organizations think that simply having a social network
will make the organization become more social. It will not. It will probably only be used by
a small subset of enthusiasts for purposes you either had not thought of, or don’t necessarily
approve of.
Central to making the most of social collaboration is the need for the organization to
recognize that the 1970’s and 1980’s management methods where information is power,
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where hierarchy demands respect and people are paid according to their position in the
organization chart, doesn’t work well anymore. That is not to say it doesn’t work, it’s just
that the people who have become acclimatized to working in this way are slowly but surely
either leaving your organization because there are better places to work, or are retiring. You
are replacing them with younger people, or people from other organizational cultures who
might find your setup very old-fashioned, unnecessarily bureaucratic, slow, and inefficient.
If your organization thinks that email is still new, and relies on it for holding the corporate
knowledge, then you are on a road where probably by 2020 or thereabouts, you will be
downright unattractive to work for, will have a crisis of knowledge and be struggling to
compete against younger, more agile organizations.
Those entering the employment market nowadays have grown up in an age where
Facebook, LinkedIn, WhatsApp, SnapChat, Instagram, Messenger, and all the other new
communications tools that are around are the default way of communicating with each
other. Email is seen by them as old-fashioned and ultimately flawed from the point of view
of sharing information rapidly. They see email as if we might see faxes or telexes.
Organizations cannot change overnight however. They need to stay in business while
slowly evolving to the ever-changing business and employment landscape. Fundamental,
however, to being successful in this evolution is in having a management that recognizes
that the organization must change in order to survive.
One of the first changes that the organization needs to drive is where the leadership
establishes a culture where information is not power anymore – sharing it is power. My value
is not in how much I know, but actually, in how much I share. When I leave the organization,
if I take any information with me that someone else in the organization does not know, then
that is a net loss for the organization. As business-people, we strive to avoid losses, so why
do we continue to bleed knowledge out of our organizations.
There must be a balance, however, between strategic goals of open-ness and tactical
steps towards better co-working. We must maintain focus on the business, on our
customers, and on being successful whilst changing the organization from within. Thus, a
balance between management imperatives for change and grassroots actions is the key to
driving that change while staying in business.
It is not normally the Chief Executive who has an epiphany, however. More often, people
like you recognize the need and understand how to solve it. You therefore must understand
how to “sell” the solution to those above you in order to be able to begin the journey.
© Alan Hamilton 2015
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Often we are tied up in the whizzy features of one product or another, which we think,
will solve the problem. We might get over-enthusiastic about how communities work or the
ability to co-edit documents across the globe. Senior management tend not to be too
impressed by such things – and rightly so. They are more impressed by the return on
investment the solution will bring to the organization. They need to be convinced that by
investing (in all senses of the word) there will be a profit – not necessarily just monetary, but
one that improves the organization.
Using a structured approach to the adoption of social collaboration is one way to give
the culture change and transformation the best chances of success. You can find guidance
in the plethora of change management books or IT project management texts already
published. These, however, seem to be mutually exclusive when it comes to addressing the
people issues of collaborating and finding better ways of working. Change management
does not care about what it is changing; it is the science of managing that change. Project
Management might well help you deliver the result on time and on budget, but if people do
not actually use the system, then what is the point? That is why we must consider adoption
as a key strategy when deploying a social collaboration solution such as IBM Connections
in our organizations.
In these days of cloud computing, the traditional IT challenge of stability has been
removed. The system being up on a Monday morning after a long weekend is no longer a
sign of a system that has been well implemented. Nowadays we just expect IT solutions to
work. We don’t step onto an airplane, fly to the other side of the world, and step off thinking
“what a well-made plane, we arrived safely”. If we did, surely we would never step onto the
thing in the first place. Instead, success in today’s super-connected, cloud-integrated world
comes from people actually using the solutions we put in front of them.
Every single employee in your organization has his or her own little IT department
nowadays. Whether it is simply managing their smart phone, or resetting their broadband
router at home, we must recognize that our employees know how reliable today’s IT world
is. They all probably have Hotmail, Gmail, or some other cloud-based email system and
never give it a second thought.
With this in mind, therefore, the success of the deployment of a social collaboration
solution lies not with the IT department (who are probably still focused on keeping the
servers and desktop computers running), and not even with the vendor of the software that
you choose to use to conduct business. It lies with your organizations ability to maximize
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the value it gets from the investments it makes. Without focusing on the adoption of these
solutions nothing will change, money will be lost and ultimately, people will leave to go
somewhere else that does get “it” and has managed to make “it” a success. Or they’ll
retire.
In this book, we present five steps you can take to help you drive success with adoption
of social collaboration solutions. We focus on IBM Connections (and Connections Cloud)
as it has consistently been the leader in this marketplace year on year. At the time of writing
IDC has awarded it leader for six years running. The reasons for this leadership position are
manifold, but in essence boil down to the fact that you can use it as a tool to collaborate the
way you work today, and also to help you in your evolution to a better organization.
As a simple example of this evolution that drives productivity gains in the opinion of the
author, consider this: Currently you probably work with lots of files – documents,
spreadsheets, presentations, and the likes. You have come up with a variety of strategies
for dealing with these, but most often these boil down to elaborate folder structures held in
a central place. You need to manage the different versions of these files and make sure that
those who need to know about a change are informed. When you have evolved into a truly
socially collaborative organization you might use wikis and blogs, and news feeds to perform
these same tasks. The difference will be that it will be so much easier to manage the
information, see the changes, and stay in touch with what is happening. The result of this
will be a more rewarding work environment, better decision making and, we hope, happier
customers and bigger profits. I am sure we can all think of the many problems we have with
email, files, folders and what you use today. We are not in the business of replacing all that
just for a change – we want to help you find better ways of working with what you have and
evolving at a pace that suits you.
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What is IBM Connections Cloud and What Can it
do for my Organization?
IBM Connections Cloud is much more than simply a social network, or a way of profiling
people in your organization to locate someone’s email address or phone number. It’s also
much more than a document repository or set of shared folders which some other so-called
“social” systems actually do. Instead IBM Connections Cloud provides all the basic
collaboration features you find in its competitors, like activity streams, status updates,
document sharing, and so on, but goes much, much further, and more importantly,
integrates all of these aspects into a single cohesive solution which is as at home in your
desktop’s browser as it is on your smartphone or smart watch!
Specifically, IBM Connections Cloud brings many of the fundamental collaboration
techniques IBM has built over twenty-five years of leading the collaboration market.
Connections Cloud has the widest support and integration of any similar solution without
the lock-in which inevitably comes with its competitors. IBM doesn’t force you to use a
particular desktop system or smartphone type.
Although we speak of Connections Cloud in this book, IBM also brings feature and
capability parity to on-premises installations of Connections. So even if you are not using
cloud technologies today to drive collaboration, everything you see in the diagram below
applies to your on-premises installation too.
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Figure 1 The many aspects of IBM Connections capabilities

The cloud version of IBM Connections offers additional features over and above these
core social collaboration solutions:

Communities
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Figure 2 IBM Connections Cloud extends the paradigm further
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IBM Connections Cloud therefore offers the best of both worlds – the market leading
collaboration platform integrated with web meetings, instant messaging, co-operative
document editing, and audio/video conferencing.
IBM Connections and Connections Cloud offers an evolution of functionality which your
organization can take advantage of throughout and beyond its transformation to a modern
and collaborative business.

Closer'links'with'customers'&'
suppliers

Better'sharing'of'expertise'&'
experience

Shorter'&'More'Productive'
Meetings

More'Effective'
Communication

Better'organisation' of'
knowledge

Opportunity' for'
everyone'to'
participate

Figure 3 How does IBM Connections Cloud help your
organization?
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Systems of Engagement and Systems of Record
The subtitle of this book is “A Practical Guide to Combining Systems of Record with
Systems of Engagement with IBM Connections Cloud”. What does this actually mean
though? Why would we be interested in using something like Connections to unite these
two systems? What are Systems of Engagement and Systems of Record?
A System of Engagement is a system which helps engage the users in driving or
producing a common goal. Such systems are usually collaborative and include things like
instant messaging, video conferencing, social networking, email, and so on. The contents of
the System of Engagement are not necessarily designed to be used as formal records of
transactions.

Figure 4 A System of Engagement you might use – Facebook

A System of Engagement, as Geoffrey Moore put it:
Systems of Engagement will begin with a focus on communications. We grew up with letters,
phones, telexes, and faxes, and grew in to email, shared text databases like Lotus Notes, portals,
websites and mobile phones. Now we are going to incorporate a third generation of
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communications, based on 1) connecting people in real time; 2) smart and geographically-aware
mobile devices; and 3) ubiquitous and cheap bandwidth.
—Geoffrey

Moore,

A

Sea

Change

in

Enterprise

IT

[http://www.aiim.org/~/me-

dia/Files/AIIM%20White%20Papers/Systems-of-Engagement-Future-of-Enter-prise-IT.ashx]

A System of Record is quite the reverse. As Moore points out, it is "Enterprise IT 1.0". Its
focus is on proof, security, access, audit, long term access and so on. Typical Systems of
Record include Document Management, document imaging, customer interaction
solutions, like a customer relationship management system.

Figure 5 A System of Record - IBM CICS (www.ibm.com)

The two Systems are designed for different purposes and are approached from different
angles. Typically, a System of Record is deployed by the IT department of an organization
in response to some underlying procedural requirement, like providing somewhere to
reliably put documents. A System of Engagement is primarily something which the line of
business identifies (such as a workgroup, department or subsidiary) as being required to
give an improvement to how it works.
I see the definition of "Social Business" as being one which intersects both of these
Systems:
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Systems of
Engagement

Systems of
Record

Social
Technologies

A social collaboration
solution lies at the intersection
of the three worlds shown in
this diagram. You use the
Systems of Record to ensure
that your business records are
safe, secure, auditable and
accurate. You use Systems of
Engagement to help build up
the information and expertise
which goes into the the
information in a System of
Record.

One area where the worlds
merge and Social Business can drive real business benefit is in the area of project
management. There is a need for a high degree of engagement between participants in the
project whilst at the same time there is a critical need to ensure that there are accurate
records of progress, time-spent, and so on. That's why we're going to look at how social
collaboration can help with project management as a) it's in the ideal intersection of the two
worlds and b) it's because I am sure many of you reading this are involved in delivering or
managing projects.
It's easy to integrate a common System of Record you use with a System of
Engagement. I use IBM Notes on a daily basis as part of my work and part of that excellent
application is the Activities sidebar.
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Figure 6 The Activities sidebar in IBM Notes 9 Social Edition

The Activities sidebar shows me all my activities in IBM Connections and allows me to
explore their structure.
However, the Activities sidebar also accepts drag and drop action from my Notes inbox.
This means as part of the engagement of collaborating with my colleagues on a particular
project I can now submit email as a Record of work done:

Figure 7 Drag and drop an email into the sidebar
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The result is that the email and any attachments in the message are added as Entries
into the hierarchy of the Activity wherever I dropped it. Once it's there, of course, I can move
it around as appropriate:

Figure 8 Side bar close up with email integrated.

If I take a close look at what the result looks like back in the web page view of IBM
Connections I see a number of interesting things:
1.! The action has added the entire body of the message into the rich text area of the
Entry.
2.! It has created child Entries for each of the file attachments from the email.
3.! It has provided a Notes doc-link back to the original email in my mail file.
This last point is a significant one. As well as providing me with a new place to store
information in the context of the actions being taken, it also affords me the possibility of audit
and checking with the bookmark back to the original store.
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Don’t Expect to be Social with your (closest)
Colleagues
You might think you have picked up the wrong book with a heading like that. Surely the
whole point of social collaboration is to be social with your colleagues? Yes, it is, but it
depends on how close they are and which tools you are using. This is an important fact to
retain when building your adoption project. People who work closely together have different
collaboration requirements to people who work a distance apart.
If you have a Facebook account and several members of your immediate family also
have Facebook accounts, I would bet that it is unlikely that you will use Facebook as a major
day-to-day collaboration tool with them. Would you call them for dinner or let them know
they are late for school by sending a Facebook status update? It doesn’t happen (I hope!).
We use good old fashioned collaboration techniques like speaking to each other (or
shouting up the stairs in our house). We might go as far as notes on the refrigerator, or a
note under the car keys, but we ordinarily don’t resort to a social collaboration network like
Facebook to remind our spouses to get some milk on the way home.
This is also true at work and it is a reality check for implementing use cases your
employees think would make their lives better. In a situation where you work within about
30 to 50 feet of people in an office, old collaboration tools prevail. We might send the odd
email to each other to give them a copy of something (although we explore how to get them
out of that on page 70) or to provide them with a convenient link to something. But for the
most part we go round and talk to them. We are after all social animals and the primary
means of being social is still talking to each other. Expecting us to widely adopt all the tools
and features of IBM Connections Cloud to unite a locally-arranged, close-knit team is going
to meet with limited success. The “what’s in it for me” argument breaks down with some
of these tools for people in this situation. Instead we should recognize that IBM Connections
provides a range of tools which should be used when its appropriate and useful to do so.
In 1973 Mark Granovetter published “The Strength of Weak Ties” where he examines
the interactions between people who are weakly connected to each other. Long before the
internet was available in the form we would recognize it or social software was available,
Granovetter showed that the ways we work or communicate with others who are physically
or psychologically distant from us is different from how we work with those around us.
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Figure 9 The different types of connections you have with other people you work with.

When working with our close colleagues we predominantly use physical
communications, such as speech. We might also use email and file sharing as backups. For
more advanced teams we might also add something like status updates to drive efficiency
and productivity.
Immediate colleagues tend to exhibit these characteristics:
•! Mainly task-driven
•! Need to share information informally
•! Collaborate on work together frequently and in unplanned ways
•! Tend to centralize efforts
•! Usually work harmoniously
•! Talk frequently
•! Attend meetings together
•! May know each other personally
•! Good understanding of each others background and skills.

For teams like this, IBM Connections Cloud features like these are commonly used:
•! File sharing
•! Activities
•! Wikis – for updating content
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•! Status updates

Other collaboration tools help where we have a team of people who need to work
together but who are perhaps spread across several buildings on the same campus or
across the world. Such teams have the following characteristics:
•! Infrequent informal interaction
•! Few common processes, but common information
•! Potentially similar job roles and interests
•! Few or weak personal connections

For teams like this, IBM Connections Cloud features like these are commonly used:
•! Blogs
•! Forums
•! Ideation Blogs
•! Communities
•! Comments and Likes
•! Instant Messaging

By sharing what you know and what you have, and encouraging engagement with those
resources, both your closest colleagues and those across an ocean from you can benefit
from what you know and share. Remember in today’s work environment sharing is power!
You should recognize that you can improve your collaboration and improve productivity
amongst those you work with most frequently by doing simple things such as:
1.! Make the files you can share fully available in a central, easily-accessed
location. Don’t just use it to share what someone has asked you to share – share
it all – or at least what you can, so that others have the chance to discover what’s
there and potentially make use of it. This will save your colleagues time by not
having to hunt around, or worse re-invent, something which “if they had just
asked you, you could have given them”.
2.! Consider using status updates instead of emails to inform each other of changes
which they might need to know about. Replace the round-robin emails with
status updates and encourage people to check out your messages. This helps
them filter out what they need to know and potentially increases the serendipitous
discovery of information. It also keeps their inbox down to stuff they actually need
to deal with, rather than stuff other people think they might like to know.
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Chapter One – Five Steps to
Adoption Success

Figure 10 - Five Steps to Adoption Success

We have found that there are five key aspects to success with social collaboration
solutions like IBM Connections.
The first, establishing a vision, defines why you are doing this in the first place, and what
the end result looks like. Too often we have found failed implementations and abandoned
exercises because there was no clear vision of what the purpose of the solution actually
was – what problems are we attempting to solve. Without a clear vision, without the “End
in Mind” we will surely not be successful.
The second step is to secure leadership commitment. In our introduction we described
a scenario where a member of the leadership of your organization comes up with a bright
idea of being social. This is not commitment. Leadership commitment comes when they
understand the impact and benefits of the change they are embarking upon and are both
vocal and visible in their support for the change. Your colleagues, seeing your leaders
participating in discussions, posting status updates, sharing files, and so on, is as big a
motivator for them to take part as the best adoption or change management program. Your
leaders, therefore, must be invested both with their head (financially) and with their heart –
i.e. they truly believe that this will improve their business. We’ll look at ways of doing this
later.
Third, you must plan. Of course you must, but there may be many additional areas of
planning which you had not considered. Most people see the word “plan” and think of a
Gantt chart with a linear series of steps to reach the goal. Yes, this is needed, but you must
also plan your communications, your engagement, your support and so on. You must bring
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people with you on this journey, and without planning for their “experience” you will
encounter more resistance than is necessary.
Fourth you must play to people’s engagement in the project to get them using it. The
mantra I often repeat here is to always consider “what’s in it for me”. Appeal to people’s
needs before you attempt to achieve massive strategic change. When people see what is
in it for them, they will follow. Like Napoleon Bonaparte recognized, “An army marches on
its stomach.” If you can make people happy and comfortable with what you’re doing, they
will march for you.
Lastly, we will explore the concept of Iterative Adoption. This is the process of breaking
down the implementation of IBM Connections into focused deliveries of solutions for
particular groups of people for particular business areas. For example, one iteration might
focus on the delivery of a project tracking solution for the IT department. Another iteration
might be how the IT department manages meetings. We treat each of these as complete
projects and do them to completion before moving onto the next. The benefits of this
approach are huge and proven, and we’ll look at why and how later.
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Chapter Two – Step 1:
Establish a Vision
There are five key aspects to defining a vision for your social collaboration project, or
really for any system for that matter:
1.!
2.!
3.!
4.!
5.!

What – what will the end result look like;
Why – why are we doing this, what benefit will we gain;
How – how are we going to do this;
Who – which parts of the organization are going to use this;
When – what will the timescale for success be?

As you can see, each of these parts are questions. It’s unlikely you alone will be able to
answer all of these and I would encourage you not to try. You need as broad a consensus
about the vision for the future as is logistically possible. Without a large number of followers
for your vision you will quickly come across people who are not convinced, disagree or
otherwise detract from the vision. Equally, the broader the church of opinion you can
encompass, the more likely it is to be accepted by all. There is of course a tension here –
the vision of your management may not be in alignment of with that of the staff.
Here culture plays a big part. Without a culture of openness and consultation a divergent
vision between management and staff will severely hamper your ability to implement new
ways of working and bring improvement to the organization.
Lou Gerstner, former chairman and CEO of IBM, wrote in his excellent book “Who says
elephants can’t dance” this quote which is particularly poignant:
“I came to see, in my time at IBM, that culture isn’t just one aspect of the game – it is the
game. In the end, an organization is nothing more than the collective capacity of its people
to create value”.
The people in your organization ARE the organization. To be successful, the
organization needs to cultivate the kind of culture that drives that success. There is,
however, a marketing culture – the kind of culture that the company wants to present to the
outside world, and an internal culture – the kind which you experience when working there.
Too often we find that management believe the marketing culture to be THE culture and are
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surprised to find its not the culture of the employees. You may well experience every day in
your own organization, or may have experienced it when dealing with an organization who
has a very slick appearance on the outside but dealing with the business is a different
experience altogether.
In any organization, the culture, as Mr. Gerstner says, comes from the people. Does your
organization look like this?

Figure 11 Are your employees representing the kind of corporate culture your management thinks it is?

Your management might believe that the corporate culture looks much more like this,
with everyone in alignment:

Figure 12 Does your organization have an aligned culture?

Without an aligned culture, getting an aligned vision for your project is going to be
difficult. Let’s take a slight side-trip for a moment:
When talking to potential customers about the use of IBM Connections as an added
dimension for their organization I am often told that they have an intranet and so therefore
don’t need anything else. What an intranet does for most organizations is to give the
different parts of the company, but often mainly Human Resources and Marketing, a place
to announce things. They are not generally designed to engage staff in the same way as
the kind of engagement you would get amongst friends on Facebook. The traditional
intranet, therefore, typically reflects the marketing culture of the organization.
The best employees in your organization probably treat the intranet with disdain. It’s
probably considered to be some sort of relic of the 1990’s when it was all the rage to have
one. The best employees get to understand what it’s like to be in your organization based
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on their interactions with other people, i.e. the culture. If you want those interactions to be
better, to make them more rewarding and to address the people’s need for selfactualization (according to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs), then you need to focus on the
internal culture. If you are happy on the inside, you will be happy on the outside.
Coming back to our discussion about vision, therefore, you need to balance the
marketing culture and the internal culture to come up with a vision for your solution which
addresses most needs. Of course there is a danger that your vision will be so vague and
broad that it will mean nothing to anyone. It may be necessary therefore to have two visions
– one which describes the big picture – the marketing culture, and one which addresses the
day-to-day situation – the internal culture. For example:
A big picture vision might be something like “We will have market-leading productivity
and customer satisfaction with an increase of at least 10% on profit year to year”. A more
grassroots vision might be “We will understand the skills of the people in the organization,
share what we can freely and contribute openly to discussions to improve staff morale,
productivity and customer satisfaction.”.
These visions are quite different but not divergent. They are focused on different areas
and one of the “tricks” to understand as we said earlier is to address the “what’s in it for
me” angle when speaking about your project to anyone in your organization. Presenting the
right vision to match the expected culture is key.
OK, so that’s the theory behind culture and vision, but how do you actually pull it
together. When conducting a workshop on this area, we typically follow these steps:

Figure 13 Steps to create a vision

One of the starting points for this would be to review some of the many case studies of
where organizations such as yours have benefitted from the deployment of social
collaboration. It's often difficult, however, to get down in to the facts of what was delivered,
what processes were improved and what benefits were actually delivered. You should use
your contacts with the software vendor to establish just who they have worked with and
what the benefits were of their solutions. Ideally a call or meeting with one of their customers
would help you to understand how social collaboration might help your organization.
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Before you can start to paint a picture of the vision, however, you need to understand
what problem you are trying to solve. Some organizations do this by gut feel, others use
staff surveys. You might have been landed with this initiative by your boss or you might know
of people who have solved a problem elsewhere in the organization that you think you can
repeat.
Recognizing where you are starting from is key to developing a vision. In my experience
there are generally two places organizations start from:
•! Management imperatives
•! Grassroots initiatives
Mixing Management Imperatives and Grassroots Initiatives is an excellent way to build
a rounded business case for your vision. Taking Grassroots Initiatives and scaling them up,
however, is probably easier to get started with to demonstrate the value of social in your
organization. For example, if you can show that the Research team are now saving fifteen
minutes each per day because they consult their wiki to check what their colleagues have
contributed on a specific topic (rather than emailing everyone and waiting for a response)
then a return on investment can be shown. Management Imperatives generally need to be
based on industry averages, analyst research and customer references.
We started this section by talking about all the questions that a vision aims to answer:
the what, why, how, when, who, etc. By analyzing the source of the Imperative or Initiative
and understanding what is ultimately at the back of it - money or time, then you can have a
handle on trying to write down what the solution might be.
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Management Imperatives
We've all been in the situation where a management imperative has arrived on our desks
for implementation. Often these are based on "a good idea" rather than deeply-researched
evidence. Management imperatives are good, however, because they come with an implicit
endorsement of the approach or at least leadership interest in the topic. Management
Imperatives are categorized as:

Figure 14 Management Imperatives

Normally based on a strategic desire to improve or modernize the business;
Usually need refined into a business case to be taken forward;
An influential player in the management team sets the strategy for the solution;
Often cause problems when it comes to delivery because of a lack of research
and consultation with the end users;
•! Can sometimes not be based in the reality of what people do in the
organization.
•!
•!
•!
•!

Management Imperatives are commonly focused on large, broad brush areas of the
organization, such as improving customer service through better location of expertise and
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knowledge; reducing the cost involved in hiring new staff by making them productive
sooner; reducing the amount of money paid in compensation to employees when they have
an accident by better feedback on safety issues. A Management Imperative usually boils
down to money - either gained or saved.
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Grassroots Initiatives
A Grassroots Initiative is one where an individual group of users aim to solve their own
problems with their own solution. Often such initiatives are the bain of an IT department's
life because the technology the users choose is not supported, not stable, not secure not
standard, etc., etc. The users are happy because they get their problem solved but often
this also breeds as "we know better" attitude amongst people who become disaffected by
what the corporation is doing centrally. Instead of crushing this pioneering approach I
recommend embracing their enthusiasm. Look beyond the technological solution, however,
and look at how they have solved the problem from a process standpoint. For the most part
Grassroots Initiatives will be categorized by:

Figure 15 Grassroots Initiatives

•! Normally a very tactical solution to an immediate problem
•! Needs to be refined into a business case
•! Needs to be recognized as a point solution that needs to be generalized to form a critical
mass.

A Grassroots Initiative is focused on a specific part of the business and usually on a
specific thing. For example, the Research department might seek to implement a forum or
wiki as a way to capture knowledge. The Project Managers might choose to use Activities
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(in IBM Connections) to manage their projects better. These are categorized by productivity
or efficiency gains, rarely on money gained or saved.
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Chapter Three – Defining
the Use Cases
You hear the term “use case” thrown around a lot in project and change management
circles. Outside of the software industry it is something of a foreign term and something I will
inevitably throw around here. For the sake of clarity, I will use something of a blend of the
definition I found in Wikipedia. For me, and the purposes of our discussion a “use case” is
the implementation of a set of actions (such as a business process) which are put together
to help meet a specific business goal.
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From Management Imperative to Grassroots
Initiative
To arrive at a Use Case the goal needs to be broken down in to a number of steps and
within those the processes which will deliver the steps leading to the goal. It’s at this point
we have a Use Case Definition - something tangible which will happen using something the
user can interact with. Lastly there is a Use Case Realization which defines in workflow-style
language what the user actually does. Here's an example:

Goal

Steps

Use Case
Definition

Use Case Realization

Improve
customer
satisfaction
by 25% in
12 months

1.! Collect customer
satisfaction data

Customer Service
Representative asks
for satisfaction
comment and
permission to send a
survey.

4.! Improve training
for customer
service staff

User interface of
1.! CSR categorizes the customer
customer service
issue according to the faultsolution provides links
finder database.
to help documents
2.! System shows a list of
and other information.
recently-asked questions by
other CSRs in this area,
alongside the troubleshooting
script.
3.! If the CSR chooses an existing
recently-asked question,
accepted answers and other
related questions are shown
and the system moves this
question up the relevancy list
for next time. i.e. it appears
higher if this issue comes up
again.

1.! At the end of the customer
service session, the CST asks
the customer if they are
satisfied with the outcome.
2.! If YES then ask if there is
anything else they can help
with today.
a.! If NO then ask if they
would be happy to
receive a survey.
3.! If NO, ask how they can fix the
situation.
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4.! When the CSR completes the
troubleshooting script, use of
the Q & A tool requires
feedback from the CSR about
the applicability of the
questions and answers to this
scenario – improves it for next
time.
5.! Connect
customer service
staff with our
experts.

Customer service
member is provided
with a list of experts
automatically or can
search for experts on
the topic requiring
support.

1.! New customer support case is
opened; issue categorized;
2.! System presents
troubleshooting chart, list of
experts and who are online,
recent articles, etc.
3.! Does the troubleshooting
chart solve the problem?
4.! No? Consult online expert for
solution while liaising with the
customer. Contribute
customer question with
expert’s answer to the Q&A
bank.

•! Combine and
categorize the
information to
supplement the
troubleshooting
charts.

Search and locate the 1.! Use the system’s search
correct and up to date
function and tagging to locate
information through
key information not provided
the product, service
in the troubleshooting chart.
and other
2.! Comment and feedback on
documentation.
the accuracy of the relevant
Integrate these into
information found.
the troubleshooting
chart.

A consultant would normally create diagrams to represent the various interactions of the
people (“the actors”) and the parts of the system with which they interact. As you can see
from this simple example there is quite a lot of work in producing a truly detailed “Use Case
Realization” and many organizations implementing a social collaboration solution never
reach this level of detail. Without a more in-depth analysis like this, however, it is unlikely
that you will be able to completely marry the benefits around social collaborations with the
processes and benefits which could be expected.
Did you notice, however, how this Use Case described in the Goal column the
Management Imperative and progressively refined that objective down to Grassroots
Initiatives that could be taken in the Use Case Definition? When it comes to actually
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implementing this particular objective we have broken down the goal into a series of steps
which can actually be implemented.
Doing this requires some practice and experience of what is and what is not possible.
However, in the next few sections we will explore several common scenarios which may
address some of the goals of your vision or at least give you somewhere to start.
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Common Use Cases
In this section we’ll look at some common use cases and offer some tips and tricks to
help you implement them in your organization.

Company Directory with Skills and Experience
When organizations grow from a handful of people to probably more than about 25
employees it quickly becomes clear that you can’t know everything about what everyone is
doing. You might not know their names, the name of the spouse, their kids’ names, where
they went on vacation last year, the project they are currently working on, or the customer
they last spoke to. You also might not know what skills they might have gained in the last
six months. The former examples are important; the latter is vital when optimizing the
number of people your organization has in its key areas.
I don’t use the word “optimize” as a euphemism for “reducing”. I mean it from the point
of view of making sure that the people in different job roles are equipped properly for the
work they are doing. The quality of the service or product they are involved in producing
suffers if they don’t have the right skills; you might be failing in your duty of care to your
customers and your employees if they are ill-equipped for the task in hand; and, of course,
their morale will suffer.
The most common way these kind of issues get noticed in organizations is when
something goes wrong and then there is a knee-jerk reaction and a crisis which, with a bit
of planning and foresight could have been avoided. Normal management processes for
mitigating this situation involve yearly or half-yearly reviews with staff. We all know, however,
that these can be intimidating, depressing, stressful and demoralizing if not done well, which
inevitably are counter-productive. In fact, in Susan M Heathfield points out:
“Performance appraisals are usually connected with the amount of pay rise an employee will
receive. Don’t ever expect an honest discussion about improving performance if the outcome is
the employee’s income.”
—Susan M Heathfield, 4 Problems with Performance Appraisals
So if you expect your organization to be on top of your employees’ abilities through the
vehicle of appraisals then you should perhaps look to augment these with a less formal but
possibly more accurate solution. One such solution is the implementation of a Company
Directory with skills and experience.
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First of all, think of the Company Directory as being a bit like the telephone book, or blue
pages - it lists everyone alphabetically and gives their contact details, such as telephone
number, email address, and maybe even their job title. This is fine if you know who you are
looking for but hopeless if you need to find someone who can perform a particular task. That
is, of course, why we have Yellow Pages: a directory of people categorized by the job role
or function they provide. If you were looking for a plumber to unblock your kitchen sink and
didn’t know who to call, you’d look one up in the Yellow Pages, not rely on the telephone
book. Does your organization have a Yellow Pages?
So, one relatively simple thing you can do is to compile a live Company Directory. This
has the details of everyone in it, their job title, their manager, their role, their contact details,
maybe even a photo and some other pertinent information.
No matter which social collaboration solution you are considering, or have purchased, I
can guarantee that one of the cornerstones of its capabilities is a User Profile - basically the
basic building block used by the Company Directory.
IBM Connections, shown below, uses the Profile as a Yellow Pages, and news feed for
the individual in question. In the example shown here you can see that there is photo, reportto chain, a list people in their network, contact details and some recent updates on work
they’ve been doing.
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Figure 16 IBM Connections' Profile helps you build a corporate directory.

Building a corporate directory solves a major problem
for many organizations. However, to be able to go the
extra mile and start building up an understanding of
people’s skills and expertise, IBM Connections provides
Tags (shown with an orange box in the above picture).
Tagging helps build the Yellow Pages concept by
allowing you to categorize the skills and expertise you
have. Others can also tag you (but you can edit them).
When people are looking for someone to help them, but
don’t know who to ask, they can search the Profiles based
on tag, and drill down to the person they want.

Figure 17 Tags help you record
expertise in a structured way.
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Figure 18 Locating the right person is as easy as picking from the tags.

In this example you can see how we have selected three tags: collaboration, ics, social
and verse. Connections has responded with a list of people who have all of these tags and
hence I have a better chance of locating someone who can help me.
One of the best advantages of having a corporate directory like this is that it can pervade
the entire system. Anywhere you see someone’s name you can immediately click on that
name to get their business card and other details:
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Figure 19 Business card information from the corporate directory can be used throughout the system – in this case in
IBM Verse.

When I click on the person’s details, I can see their full profile:
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Figure 20 Full Business Card to Profile link

In the above example I’ve highlighted two additional areas a Corporate Directory can
bring to your organization. Firstly, I might not know this person, but the system is highlighting
(at the top right) how we are connected. In this case I can see that an existing contact is
already connected. Secondly, at the bottom left, I can see that we have already collaborated
on some documents (we’re both members of two communities and have worked on four
files).
Ask yourself how you would locate someone in your organization, and how you would
get to find out what people perhaps with similar roles or functions to you are doing. Can you
see how this kind of solution would encourage collaboration and sharing of information?

Project Management
One of the most popular and obvious use cases for any social collaboration platform is
project management. The term itself means lots of things to lots of people, however, for the
most part for any project people need to:
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1.! Collect and manage communications, files and deliverables centrally.
2.! Communicate with each other and co-ordinate each other’s actions.
3.! Track and control progress through the actual work involved in the project.
There are of course many solutions available to you when seeking to implement project
management as a use case for your social collaboration project. Without selling
Connections too hard, however, I am convinced that all other solutions readily available to
you do not have the broad capacity of tools to help you manage projects. I say this not
because I am an IBM employee, but because I personally use Connections communities to
manage the projects I am involved in. People I know do the same and customers and
partners around the world find the flexibility of Connections communities to be supreme
when compared to everything else in the marketplace.
Connections is not a project planning tool. It is not designed to perform resource
calculations and critical path analysis. You should use a specialist tool for that. What
Connections does is to provide the glue to hold your project together. It combines the
System of Engagement solution which a social collaboration tool immediately offers with
the System of Record requirements a project needs to be successful. Project planning tools
do not offer this spectrum of capability. Email doesn’t do it. An intranet won’t do it either.
So, if as part of your vision setting you recognize that the way in which projects are managed
and handled needs to be addressed, then let’s look at how you do it.
Before getting into the meat of how to use the many tools at your fingertips with
Connections communities, let’s discuss how to implement it for projects in your
organization. Starting on page 162 we discuss Iterative Adoption. This is an excellent
technique for you to start deploying social collaboration across your organization. In that
section we describe starting with your own team, and it is here that you should start with
project management with communities. You should use a community of your own to
manage your social collaboration adoption project. Everything you do should be planned,
communicated and shared amongst your team in a community. If you are not doing it
yourself, you cannot reasonably expect others to adopt the practice to improve their
projects. This Leadership Commitment is fundamental to the five steps for adoption and
something you as a leader must embrace with your team. OK – lecture over, let’s look at
this in more depth.
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We are going to look at small projects and large projects. Small projects are reasonably
linear and have simple, usually single outcomes. For this purpose, an Activity represents an
excellent tool to manage the project on IBM Connections.
The Activity structure allows you to create a sophisticated hierarchy of tasks, sub-tasks,
and so on. Interspersed with these can be Entries and Comments, which help to define the
context and contain the results or commentary from the people involved.

Figure 21 A structured project in an activity

If your project has obvious phases or major groupings to it then use Sections as a way
of mapping them out. Next, create each major task as a To Do at the level immediately below
the Section. For each major To Do, create sub To Do's to describe the tasks involved in the
main task. You can repeat this structure, refining each of the tasks successively.
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Remember, of course, that each task can be assigned to an individual in the project and
can have a due date, etc. Each To Do item can also have Entries and Comments associated
with it so that a very detailed documentation environment awaits you if you choose to run
your project in an Activity.
When you combined this with the ability to attach documents, drag emails in and
generally use the Activity as the hub for your project, I hope you can see why using a social
collaboration environment such as IBM Connections can:
•! Reduce the amount of email required to perform a simple task;
•! Provide a single place for most of the information to reside;
•! Avoid the need for multiple versions of project plans to be moved around so that
it’s difficult to know who has the latest version;
•! Encourage the sharing of information such as email by getting it out of the
individual’s email inboxes and into a central place.
If you are looking for a more conventional view of project planning, such as the traditional
Gantt chart and resource planning, you might want to consider Trilog Group's ProjExec for
Connections. This integrates with Connections and provides a comprehensive project
planning solution for any Community.
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Figure 22 Trilog Group's ProjExec for Connections.

Communities come into play when you have a need to manage large, complex or
multiple smaller related projects. It acts like a container into which you can put all your files,
Activities, Comments, Events - everything that your project would need in order to provide
a central location for coordinating your activities. Communities also let you manage their
security, right down to making it invisible except for those who have access.
Communities also support sub-communities, which are a useful way of performing
Program Management, i.e. the management of several related projects at the same time.
The community can behave like a home site for the whole project. Here is a summary of
some of the tools within a community you might wish to use with your project:
Tool

Purpose

Status
Updates

Short news bursts about something the other people in the project might
need to know about; such as task completion, document revision, etc.
Something that does not really warrant an email but other people would
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need to know. It becomes very useful for people to scan down through
their news feed and see all the status updates from others on the project
instead of getting dozens of emails interspersed with all their other email.
It helps drive focus and productivity.
Files

This should be obvious, but the Files area lets you gather all of the
documents in file format that are associated with your project.
Connections provides capabilities such as versioning, comments and
recommendations for any file so you can keep a full history of all the
documents in the project. Another very useful feature of the files area is
the ability to see who has downloaded a file, and which version of the file
they downloaded.

Blogs

I tend to rename Blogs to News when I am setting up a community for a
project. News means more to people in the context of a project than Blog.
In the context of the project, I use “Blogs” to give status reports, brief
others on what is going on in a more formal manner, etc. Where there is a
mix of information types posted in the “News”, consider using tags to
separate the types out. For example, if you are posting a weekly status
report to the Blog, tag it “status_report”. If it were a weather report (as is
important to construction projects which we will look at shortly as an
example of a project using a community) we would tag it “weather”. That
way you can easily reduce the news down to the type of content you want.

Wikis

In a project context, I would use a wiki for standard, less frequently
changing information. Things like organization charts, standard operating
procedures, review information, meeting reports, etc. We look in detail at
the functionality of wikis in the section called “Writing a Sales Proposal
with a Wiki” on page 88.
Wiki pages are also a good way of managing progress on a project. Whilst
preparing this book I was also involved in a project to develop enablement
material for our Business Partners. We used wiki pages to present the
overall structure of the enablement and color coding of the information to
indicate the status:
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Figure 23 Example of Wiki page being used to track project progress.

Ideation
Blog

The ideation blog is a useful tool for capturing ideas about project
improvements, changes that need to be made or even where the end of
project party will be held.

Activities

We discussed earlier the concept of using Activities to manage the tasks
of the project.
Consider also using Activities to record the
communications you have with others so that you have a complete record
of all the decisions taken together with the evidence to support it. We
describe this in detail in the section “Systems of Engagement and
Systems of Record” on page 9.

Forums

Forums are an interesting tool to use in a project. The key to success in
using Forums in your community lies in the “weak ties” you may have. In
the section called “Don’t Expect to be Social with your (closest)
Colleagues” on page 14 we look at some of the theory behind the use of
social tools with individuals who are close to you and those which are
physically or organizationally distant from you. For projects where you are
working as a close-knit team you may find that you have no need for
forums as the discussion you would have in them is handled in different
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ways – like speaking to each other. However, if your project has people in
different locations or where language difficulties may arise, conducting
your conversations in Forums may be a very useful aid to communication
and productivity.

Let us now look at a practical example of the use of communities to manage some of
the most complex projects we might come across in business – construction projects.
A construction project – building a new home, office block, shopping mall, or whatever,
is all about people. In most cases, the people work in many different organizations and are
appointed either by the client (the organization who has commissioned the building) or by
the contractor (the organization charged with physically building it).
As well as the client and contractor there will likely be the following other companies to
a greater or lesser extent: architect; quantity surveyor; mechanical engineer; electrical
engineer; planning supervisor; to name but a few.
The contractor, whose job it is to build the thing will appoint sub-contractors who are
specialists in their areas: electricians; a/c engineers; structural steelwork; plumbing; ground
works, etc.
What I want you to understand from this is that there are many different companies
involved. Each company of course has multiple people involved and hence you immediately
have a social network formed where people need to meet, understand their position and
hear about what they are doing.
The construction industry is typically quite conservative when it comes to working
practices. This is partly because it is very litigious (often a company’s only route to making
a profit on a project is through litigation). Times have changed, however, and nowadays
project extranets are mandated on projects of any size.
Construction is all about instructions. Everyone covers himself or herself with an
instruction to do this, or that, and failure to do so, or to act in time is often the basis of
litigation. Therefore, in the bad old days, a construction project would produce literally tons
of paper. As time moved on this moved to fax and then email. Many hundreds of gigabytes
of emails, drawings, documents and other information are produced on a construction
project of any size.
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Thus the project extranet was born. Instead of bombarding everyone with all this data
and giving each company the same headache about receipt and retention of information
organizations have sprung up to provide a customized centralized location for information
to be stored and notifications sent.
Although these systems achieve their aim by cutting down the IT hurdle involved in
managing a construction project, they do not offer the benefits an in-house project team
deploying a social intranet experience.
So why would a construction project want to be run in a social manner? A project needs
the following:
•! A place to store and manage controlled documents like drawings, specifications
•!
•!
•!

•!
•!

and reports;
A way of updating others on changes to files and other important information;
A project directory so that everyone knows each other’s responsibilities;
A management and workflow engine to provide a standard approach to
managing changes and which can provide industry standard templates to
achieve these changes.
A way of managing revisions to documents and being able to backtrack through
previous revisions;
Security and auditability of all changes in the system.

Using IBM Connections Cloud allows:
1.! A great reduction in irrelevant information flooding into user’s mailboxes.

2.!

3.!
4.!
5.!
6.!

Remember that many construction professionals work on several projects at one
time and hence can receive several hundred notification emails each day.
The necessary management and control structures in Activities to deliver industry
standard processes that are subject to audit. Activities can be saved as
templates and reused repeatedly.
The opportunity to simplify the reporting structure and information update model
so that although the same rigor of reporting is in place it is done so less formally.
The basic utility functions of file sharing and information dissemination are
covered through tools like Files and Wikis.
Knowing who to contact and what role they have is covered through Profiles.
Fine grained control of project tasks and the progression and completion of those
tasks is managed by Activities.
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7.! Standard Operating Procedures, Policies and other standard documentation is

covered and controlled through Wikis.
8.! Micro blogging by each participant can be used as a way of updating others on
the status of their part of the project whilst at the same time reducing the volume
of email. Unlike email the status updates are public and permanent and can act
as a journal of activity in court.
9.! Blogging can be used as a system of record where each organization can report
formally on the work they have done.
10.! Centrally storing files and providing a mechanism for revision is a given in any
viable project extranet. Any social business solution also provides this
functionality. By tagging the files not only can the hierarchy of files and folders,
which the industry has defined, be maintained, but also cross-discipline
categorization of the files is also possible. Add to this the ability of IBM
Connections to provide file synchronization and you have a sophisticated solution
where organizations only synchronize the drawings and documents they work on
(which reduces their storage issues and data transmission costs), but also
provides them with an automated backup of their key project files. An architect
can work on a drawing in his synchronization folder knowing that each time he
saves it; it synchronizes back to IBM Connections.

Working with Customers and Suppliers
Working with Customers and Suppliers has never been easier. Establishing stronger
bonds to make the flow of business smoother and more efficient is in everyone’s interests
in business. Of course, people still buy from people and even IBM Connections does not
guarantee that you will be more successful or profitable simply by using it.
What it does do, however, is give you the opportunity to establish a “social extranet”
with your most important business partners – be they customers or suppliers – so that you
can be as good as you want to be. By making your best people available to your customers
you become much more valuable to work with. Increasingly value replaces price as a
guiding principle in the business world. If I can come to rely upon your organization and your
people I will come back time and time again.
“Extranets” are the external equivalents of intranets and can be used in many different
situations to improve your organization.
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The goal of an extranet is to streamline communications between your business and
external clients, customers or partners. Beyond these general goals, however, different
industries may use extranets in very different ways. Consider some of the following
examples:
Manufacturing. From airlines to automobiles, the manufacturing industry uses extranets
to provide access to product manuals and technical specifications. Extranets make it easy
to share and transfer this type of information, which can run to thousands of pages in print
format. Also, those with access can update information, flag problems and issue warnings
— all instantly, in a self-serve format.
Financial services. Banks, brokerages and other institutions use extranets to perform a
variety of transactions, covering everything from consumer banking to check-clearing
services. Even the Internal Revenue Service has developed an extranet that allows taxprocessing companies to submit forms over the Internet.
Online catalogs. Suppliers, especially wholesalers, use extranets to make online
catalogs available to vendors. Extranets also allow suppliers to offer discounts to favored
clients and to discount items that are overstocked, being phased out or proving hard to
move. The extranet’s ability to display up-to-date inventory data streamlines the purchasing
process for both buyers and sellers.
Web design and development. Web-design firms use extranets to give their clients easy
access to ongoing design and development projects. Used correctly, this type of extranet
can make the development process more efficient, keep the client informed and involved,
and keep the project on time and on budget.
Publications. Extranets provide an easy way for publishers to distribute editorial
calendars and accept work from authors. Publishers can also combine an extranet with
existing content management and workflow applications, allowing them to integrate remote
bureaus, freelance authors and contractors, and other offsite team members.
Public relations. Like publishers, public-relations firms often use extranets to manage
their content workflow. Extranets are also useful for publishing late-breaking news and
updates, making them instantly available to reporters, investors and analysts.
Customer service. Many firms now allow customers to log in and view customized
account information, track orders, and communicate with sales and service staff. As a
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growing number of firms adopt online customer-service tools, more customers expect to
find these tools when they deal with a company.
Training and education. Extranets allow online training firms to provide course materials
and other resources to their clients. Many schools and universities now conduct at least
some of their courses over extranets, allowing students to earn credits regardless of their
location or their ability to attend classes on a regular schedule.
Project management. For businesses that employ contractors, an extranet-based
project-management system provides an easy-to-use solution for keeping all the players
on track. Such systems also allow in-house teams to monitor external vendors who can use
the extranet to report their progress.
Supply chain. From automatic ordering to inventory analysis, extranets can be critical in
supply-chain management — regardless of a company’s size. This is especially true as “just
in time” management practices require firms to keep inventory data as current and accurate
as possible.
Virtual sales. In some cases, sales teams can initiate and close deals more effectively
when they are able to give hands-on demonstrations via an extranet. Extranets allow sales
representatives to deliver interactive presentations regardless of a customer’s location, and
they reduce a company’s sensitivity to traditional sales challenges such as industry tradeshow schedules and tight travel budgets.
It’s not enough, however, to simply have an extranet. They will fall into the same trap as
many intranets do. People bypass them when they discover that they don’t offer anything
on top of existing processes. The last people you want to abandon an initiative like this is
your customers and suppliers. It gives them the wrong impression about your organization.
That’s why you must put people back into the center of the extranet mix. Make your
best people available, blog about what’s happening in your organization, build processes
which are faster and more efficient to use in the extranet and your customers and suppliers
will take it up.
The good news is that if you are using IBM Connections Cloud you already have a “social
extranet”. With a few clicks of the mouse button you can establish communities which can
have external users. You control who gets access and who can see what you put there, but
essentially the system your staff are using is the same system your most valuable business
partners can use – FREE OF CHARGE.
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Figure 24 IBM Connections Cloud offers a rich guest model to make it easy to share content securely outside of your
organization.

IBM Connections Cloud’s Guest Model lets you add external users (people you invite)
free of charge to work with you and your team. Here’s a brief summary of what they can do
as part of their guest membership:
.!

Join and participate in Web Meetings.

.!

Access to download, recommend, comment, and online viewing for Files that have
Please link back to the page you downloaded this from, or just link to parkablogs.blogspot.com
been shared with them.

.!

Upload Files, but only 25 MB of personal storage (files they upload to a Community
uses the Community quota, not personal storage quota).

.!

Upload new versions of Files, owned by other users, to which they have been given
"Editor" rights.

.!

Create and participate in Activities, and create Activity Templates.

.!

Participate in "Restricted" Communities ("Public" & "Moderated" Communities are
link back to the page you downloaded this from, or just link to parkablogs.blogspot.com
internal to a subscribed user'sPlease
organization).

.!

As a member of a Community, can create Files, Bookmarks, Blogs, Forums, Ideation
Blogs, Surveys, Events, & Media Gallery content.

.!

@mention other members of communities where the guest is a member or owner.
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.!

Be part of the Network, search and be found by others.

.!

Add, share, and sync Contacts.

.!

Invite guests of their own.

.!

Control Notification Preferences of their own

The same rules apply when it comes to what to collaborate on as they do internally.
Create a vision, get their commitment to participate, plan, and so on. One of the most
common uses of IBM Connections Cloud when used with external users is to establish a
Community:

Figure 25 A Shared community is a common way of working with external customers and suppliers.

Connections flags content that you are publishing externally with the little yellow box with
a black arrow. In the example above we have established an overall external community
into which we will invite all our customers. We have then established a sub-community for
each customer and controlled the security of the sub-communities so that they only appear
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for the users who are entitled to use it. The result is that when I log in I can see all the subcommunities, but when my customer logs in they only see theirs.

Revitalizing Corporate Communications
Many organizations rely on publications like company magazines to spread news around
their staff. Often these are produced by marketing or HR departments and get published
monthly or quarterly. In my experience they have a limited readership, are disposed of about
a minute after they are looked at and, in one case I recall, met with much snorting and
sarcasm about the unending flow of apparently good news.
Maybe my view point on these things is a little jaded, but we have all seen the corporate
newsletters:

If you remember that
building a social collaboration
solution is about embracing a
culture change where
collaboration, communication
and transparency is valued,
then I believe we can do better
than the corporate magazine.

Figure 26 Example corporate magazine

One of the biggest
challenges with the corporate
magazine is that it is out of
date before it reaches your
desk. The articles in it might
refer to events that happened
months ago – like someone
retiring, or a consultation about
a refurbishment of the canteen
area. What’s needed
nowadays is something more
immediate which people will
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genuinely take an interest in. But like we said earlier, organizations can’t change overnight.
So if you have an organization who wants to change how they communicate with its
employees in a more modern way where there is engagement, feedback and discussion,
then social collaboration with IBM Connections can help you.
The first place to start is to create a company news community. Get your
marketing people to create a nice, corporate design that reflects the kind of brand you
want to portray to your employees. Remember earlier (page 19) we discussed internal
culture? Well now is your chance to help shape that culture with a professional branding
exercise for your internal communications.

Figure 27 IBM Connections communities contain all the tools you need for corporate communications

Because organizations can’t change overnight I recommend you start with posting the
corporate magazine as a blog entry in your company news community. Simply attach it ,
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give it an introduction and send an email to everyone to invite them to access it. Yes, we
are sending emails because presumably at this stage your users are not too aware of the
existence or use of IBM Connections yet.
In doing this you will immediately find out how many people are opening the
communication. Connections counts the number of views for the blog entry and also counts
the number of times the PDF of your magazine is downloaded. OK – so good first step.
This step also opens the door to getting comments from readers and having a debate in
these comments about the content.
The next step is to stop producing the magazine document itself and move to an online
presentation of the document. Many desktop publishing solutions allow you to export to
HTML and the resulting package of text and images can be brought into a blog entry in
Connections with a little skill and care. The primary change you will need to make to get it
looking good is to upload the image files associated with the HTML produced, and change
the URLs of the image files in the HTML to point to their location in Connections. Once this
is done the HTML version of your magazine should render properly.
Taking this step makes the reading experience easier for users as they can see the entire
document in their browser. It also makes it much easier to view on a mobile device:
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Figure 28 IBM Connections on the iPad makes reading blog entries a treat.

The last step in your corporate communications revolution is to change the model from
a single large publication into a steady stream of news articles. As we said earlier, one of the
problems with the current model of publishing is that some news will be quite out of date.
Also, interest in the news between publications will rapidly drop.
So, now change how you publish articles to be when you receive them. Edit them, make
them look good, and publish. End each article with a call to action for the reader to give you
their thoughts in the comments. The BBC news website does this, so can you:
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Figure 29 Engage your audience with each news article by leaving a call to action.

Establishing Continuous Process Improvement
In some organizations, process improvement driven by brainstorming. Every so often, a
manager decides that it is time for process improvement and a meeting is held where the
experts sit in a room and try to come up with new ideas to improve the process. The result
is usually a bit like the collection of sticky notes on the wall in the picture below:
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Figure 30 Is this how you do process improvement?

One of the many problems with brainstorming like this is that true innovation can cause
“Group think”, i.e. where through a natural desire for conformity the brainstorming is guided
down a particular path to try to reach a consensus or result in the time allocated for the
brainstorming exercise. Truly outlying ideas are often dismissed by the proposer of such
ideas because they will be out of conformity with the remainder of the group. This is
particularly true where there are strong personalities in the group. Some people may be
intimidated to provide “crazy” ideas no matter how good they may be. This “hive” mentality
exists so often that often the sessions don’t produce the hoped for results.
Graham and Bachmann in their paper “Ideation: The Birth and Death of Ideas” produced
a list of nine methods of process improvement:
1.!
2.!
3.!
4.!

Problem Solution
Derivative Idea
Symbiotic Idea
Revolutionary Idea
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5.!
6.!
7.!
8.!
9.!

Serendipitous Discovery
Targeted Innovation
Artistic Innovation
Philosophical Idea
Computer-aided Discovery

This extensive list of situations how good ideas emerge is as good a reason as any to
abandon the concept of brainstorming. Some ideas, like a problem solution, derivative idea
and targeted innovation can occur in brainstorming sessions because such a session
includes a high degree of interaction between the participants and that kind of engagement
can spark other solutions. However, some of the other routes to innovation, such as
serendipitous discovery, philosophical ideas and symbiotic, to name a few require reflection,
time, research and true "knowledge accidents" in order to emerge. They cannot easily (or
at all) be forced out in a brainstorming session.

CPD$Community

Ideas
6
4
3

TOP$SAFETY$
IMPROVEMENT
INITIATIVE

The$best$ideas$for$
improvement$come$from$your$
experts$– your$customers$and$
your$staff.
Give$them$a$means$to$capture$
and$develop$these.

the page you downloaded this from, or just link to parkablogs.blogspot.com

Please link back to the page you downloaded this from, or just link to parkablogs.blogspot.com
Figure 31 Ideation is an "ideal" way of driving continuous process improvement.

It is for this reason that the use of a social tool to perform Idea Generation instead of
brainstorming is one of the finest purposes enterprise social collaboration can be put to. In
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Ideation, everyone can contribute ideas and get a chance to expand on each of them. They
are permanent entities in the "Ideation Blog" which others can see and, more importantly,
comment on and revise. Participants can also vote on the idea to encourage good ideas to
the top of the list. This latter point helps avoid the Groupthink problem. It helps to deliver a
more democratic consensus, which gets the time to be reflected upon.
Instead of trying to force process improvement out in a brainstorming session, process
improvement should become an all-year-round activity where people should feel free to
contribute ideas when they occur to them. The ideation blog is designed just for that
purpose. In IBM, we often use the ideation blog as a form of “conference improvement”
over the course of a year from one conference to another. My colleagues contribute ideas
throughout the year to the ideation blog:

Figure 32 Excerpt of an ideation we use for "continuous conference improvement"

If you look closely at this image you see a number of interesting aspects to using an
Ideation Blog for continuous improvement.
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Firstly, everyone involved gets a vote. One vote for each idea. You can take your vote
away at any time while the ideation blog is active. Secondly, there is plenty of space to
describe your idea. Next, other people can help review, develop and refine your idea
through comments. You can see how many people have looked at your idea and could
perhaps derive (using the middle idea as an example) that opinion might be split. You might
have 31 votes for your idea but 70 people looked at it. Presumably, 39 other people didn’t
vote for your idea!
If you look again and the image, you’ll see the word “graduated” below the number of
votes. This is where we decide to take a popular idea and turn it into a project to develop it.
This is process improvement moving forward – we’ve found a better way of doing
something and now we’re going to implement it. When you graduate an idea a new Activity
is created to help you manage the idea as a project. You can find out more about using
Activities to manage projects on page 36.

Have More Effective Meetings
One thing we all do in business is attend meetings. Often we are at the sharp end - taking
notes, running the agenda and assigning actions. How often do key activities get missed
when you are writing up meeting minutes? Isn’t it a chore to format the actions and send
them out only to have your colleagues read through, capture their actions and log them into
what ever system they are using (if you are lucky). It’s even more of a chore if there are
alterations or disputes about the content and the actions as you need to re-work and reissue to the results sometimes more than once. At the next meeting you go back through
those meeting minutes again, get the list of actions and then go round the table to hear what
progress, or lack of, has been made. You then start the whole palaver over again with this
meeting’s business. There has to be a better way than this.
The example I will give you is based on IBM Connections’ Activity facility. It’s like a multithreaded task list which includes sections and the ability to add files, documentation and
links alongside the tasks. One of the best distinguishing features of Activities is that they can
be integrated into IBM Notes or Microsoft Outlook so that they can be used as a convenient
store of email along with tasks, but more on that later.
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Check&your
colleagues’&schedules
To&find&a&time&that&
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Please link back to the page you downloaded this from, or just link to parkablogs.blogspot.com
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Please link back to the page you downloaded this from, or just link to parkablogs.blogspot.com
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Figure 33 Using IBM Connections to run meetings has big productivity improvements for your team.

The flow I will reproduce is like this:
As the use case around managing meetings shows, it is actually more complex than you
might appreciate. We follow this process often without really stopping to consider how
convoluted it can be. Nevertheless, the amount of communication involved when handled
through a medium such as email can end up in you sinking under a pile of unnecessary data.
Take this example:

Please link back to the page you downloaded this from, or just link to parkablogs.blogspot.com

1.! I need to have a meeting with my team of eight programmers. I use my calendaring and
scheduling tool to check for a suitable time when we can all meet in the next few days.
I send out invitations to the meeting, resulting in eight emails being sent.
2.! Two of my team respond with proposed new time for the meeting because they had
un-booked commitments. I've now handled ten emails.

lease link back to the page you downloaded this from, or just link to parkablogs.blogspot.com

3.! I reschedule the meeting and send out the updated meeting invitation, resulting in eight
more emails going out, adding up to eighteen in total so far.
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4.! Before the meeting I prepare the standard agenda and send it out to the team for
comments. That's eight more emails, each with a file attachment of 320Kb attached.
Twenty-six emails and 2.5Mb of mail used (ignoring the basic size of the mail itself).
5.! For members of the team send me back my agenda with alterations. That us up to thirty
email and a further 1.2Mb to add to the 2.5Mb, making 3.7Mb in total.
6.! I alter the agenda as requested and send it out again to the team. Eight more emails
make thirty-eight and 2.5Mb more of file attachments brings us up to 6.1Mb.
7.! Shortly before the meeting, I receive papers to accompany reports from three of my
team. The total of the emails received is 2Mb each, so 6Mb received. I forward these to
the other seven members of the team respectively: twenty-one more emails (fifty-nine
in total now) and 42Mb added to the total (48Mb total size).
8.! We have the meeting and I record the meeting minutes. After the meeting I send the
minutes out to the team. It comes to 720Kb for the Word document with the minutes, so
an additional 4.8Mb is generated (52.8Mb in total now) and a total of sixty-eight emails.
9.! Two of the team come back with additions or adjustments to the minutes. We're now
up to seventy emails.
10.!I make the changes to the minutes and send out the final version. Seventy-eight emails
and 57.4Mb in total.
While this is just a simple process and I am highlighting the number of emails and sizes
of attachments flying around, I hope you can see the point - this is just one meeting and a
relatively normal flow. Your inbox would be bulging with the fire hose of information and
different versions of the same file.
Using IBM Connections I would create an activity to hold all of my meetings.
1.! I will use one activity to co-ordinate all of the meeting and use sections to split up the

content for the different meetings themselves. I start by giving the activity a name,
say “Weekly Management meetings”
2.! Next I want to set up some structure for my meetings. To do that, I’ll use Sections to
define an area for each of the weekly meetings. I press the “Add Section” button.
3.! I enter a name for the Section and repeat this twice more so that I have three
sections, one each for the upcoming meetings:
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Figure 34 Creating an Activity and Structuring Sections for Weekly Meetings.

Now I want to start preparing for my first meeting, and here's where we start saving time
and effort over our large number of emails and file attachments. My preference is to use IBM
Notes to do the scheduling of meetings as it is able to look into the schedules of my team
members and locate a suitable time. It's also set up to handle reschedules and other
changes. Once the date of the meeting is set, I get to work on my meeting preparations:
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Figure 35 Using an Entry in my Week 01 Section to prepare the agenda for the next meeting.
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I start by creating an "Entry" by pressing the "Add Entry" button. If the "Week 01 Meeting"
section is highlighted, like shown, then the entry will automatically be added to that section.
Don't worry, it's easy to move it to another section later if it turns up in the wrong place.
A new form appears. I give the Entry a name, in this case "Week 01 Meeting Agenda",
and set some tags for it. I could upload files or perform some other actions at this point, but
as my agenda is quite simple I opt to simply type it into the rich text area. I've used the
number list and indent buttons to create a multi-level structure as you can see.
Note that this entry will appear in the "Week 01 Meeting" section. If the Section field is
blank, simply choose the section you want it to appear in. I don't want this particular entry
to be private (I want to share it with my team). I do, however, want to notify them that the
agenda exists and to seek their feedback. I check the "Notify people of this entry" checkbox
and then "All individual members of this activity". The result when I press the "Save" button
(not shown in the screenshot) is that each of the team members will receive an email from
IBM Connections notifying them about the agenda.
I press “Save” and can now see my agenda in the structure:
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Figure 36 Meeting Agenda as an Entry in a Section in an Activity.

Remember that my team will receive a notification that the agenda has been created.
Shortly after sending this out I see in my Recent Updates that one of my team has
commented on the agenda:
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Figure 37 Comment added to the agenda.

Instead of me receiving an email asking me to change it, and perhaps receiving the same
request from multiple people, everyone associated with the meeting can see the comment
being made and can either choose to add their own comment, such as "Don't forget Project
Epsilon", or even a comment against the comment, such as "I agree".
Even at this stage we are collaborating, communicating and being more productive. Fast
forward a few hours or days and I come back to check on the status of my agenda and the
documents, prior to the meeting:
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Figure 38 Updated agenda and attached progress report.

We can see that we now have a Project Alpha progress report, which has been uploaded
as a file. These have been uploaded into the Activity as entries as they have the same status
as the Agenda. They're the things we need to consider at the meeting. We've used
comments to provide feedback on the entries.
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At the meeting I create a new Entry, again in the Week 01 section. I can use the rich text
editor to record the comments and minutes as I go along, although you might prefer to use
a word processor document or spreadsheet - whatever you are comfortable with. I like to
have the entry with the agreed agenda expanded (by clicking the "More" button next to the
agenda) and type the notes as I go. The end result is a set of minutes completed as the
meeting continues which is immediately available for everyone to see at the end of the
meeting:

Figure 39 Meeting Minutes entered directly into the Activity.

I used a table in the rich text editor and set it up with a reasonable number of rows and
columns to achieve the result you see in the screenshot. I set the headings "Item",
"Description" and "Action By" in bold text. I used the Table Properties to change the border
of the table from the default "1" to "0" so that there were no table lines shown. I also changed
the "Vertical Alignment" in the third column to be "top" so that I could use the return key on
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my keyboard enough times to push the person who is to action the point to be next to the
action itself. I changed the "Horizontal Alignment" of column three to be "Center".
The nice thing about this approach is that the text of the meeting minutes is immediately
there for you to see in the context of the meeting agenda and the supplier papers. I want to
use the Activity's built-in "To Do" functionality to make it easier for my team to track their
actions. It's one thing to formally record the actions in the meeting minutes, but my team
tends to do a lot of meetings and keeping track of their actions across all of these would be
difficult for them.
Each time an action comes up, therefore, I also create a "To Do":

Figure 40 A "To Do" Action being created.

Note that you can select who is assigned to this task, the date it is due to be completed
and you can also attach files, bookmarks, etc., as well as adding your own text. The result is
that To Do items appear in the context of the Entry they relate to - the Meeting Minutes.
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When my team-mates log in to Connections, the default screen (and several other
places) shows all of the tasks assigned to them, across all of the meetings and activities
they are participants in:

Figure 41 All "To Do's" get aggregated into a single list.

This is one of my favorite features of Activities. This represents the combined list of all
the To Do items I have across the whole system. Outside the screenshot but on my (long)
list of tasks are the two To Do items I created earlier. Clicking on any of these takes me
straight back to the To Do item in the corresponding activity.
When I am running a meeting I like to ask people who have To Do items like this to put a
comment next to their To Do item when they mark it complete. Sometimes this is just simply
"I've done it", or its attaching the work product, such as a report or other document that the
task was about. This is a useful thing to organize your information because it keeps the task
and the result in the same place.
You might wonder why I have placed so much emphasis on running a meeting. You
might think this is a level of detail that you don't need in a book such as this. I've done this
because running meetings is something virtually all of us do. Virtually all of us complain about
the effort and time meetings take. When building a business case to establish social
collaboration in any organization, tackling the time-wasting meeting scenario is one which
is highly motivational and low-hanging fruit. If YOU can work this way and encourage your
fellow workers to do likewise you will be getting immediate return on the investment.
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Fixing File Sharing Once and for All
Virtually all organizations have a need to centrally store files on a server. This is the most
common way of collaborating after email as it replicates the paper filing cabinets we had in
our offices in decades gone by1. One of the characteristics that a paper filing cabinet shares
with a file server is that you need to know which folder a particular document is in (and which
drawer the folder is in) in order to get to the document. Without a rigorous and logical filing
system it quickly descends into a chaotic mess. When we moved more towards file servers
the filing clerks were left behind and we became masters of our own filing. The result is one
you will probably recognize:
•! You have several shared drives on your computer but you tend to place most of
your stuff in a folder you know about, so you can find it easily.
•! You email files to each other.
•! You tend to save the files other people email to you in your folder on the server,
so you can find it later.
The impact of the file server being used this way should be fairly obvious: The central
filing hierarchy either breaks down or is not used and; the amount of duplication of files is
enormous resulting in the situation that no one is really sure what the latest version of a
particular document actually is.
There are also some follow-on consequences of this situation which can have quite
serious ramifications if not handled well. How do you know that the people who need the
information you are sharing are getting it? How do you know that they are not acting on
outdated information? Has someone joined the organization that is not on your distribution
list but needs the information?
With a social collaboration solution such as IBM Connections Cloud you not only get a
personal and group file storage solution, with folders and subfolders and the likes, but also
a tagging, search, versioning and editing (in IBM Connections Cloud) solution which
eliminates all of these problems. Not only that but the volume of data moving around and
hoarding of information because it can’t easily be found on demand is reduced.

Apologies to those with filing cabinets. We all still have paper, but I think we would all
agree that filing cabinets are reducing, but file and email servers are replacing them.
1
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To get going with file sharing in IBM Connections you can take two approaches:
•! You create a community for an entire workgroup or department’s files and move
them there;
•! You upload each individual user’s files into their personal file storage and let them
manage the sharing of those files individually.
Both of these approaches can be used, as I am reasonably sure that you will have both
personal and shared files on that file server. Using something like the Windows Explorer
extension for IBM Connections gives you the possibility of dragging and dropping the files
from their current locations into Connections. The payback for this is that the files now reside
in a central location, are searchable, tag gable and shareable like never before. Also, if you
are allowing mobile access to your social system, your mobile users with their smartphones
or tablets can now gain access to files which previously they would need to have been in
the office to access (or have them sent to them by email).
An often-overlooked aspect of IBM Connections is its ability to integrate itself with many
different parts of the working environment. If you're an IBM Notes user you may be aware
that there is a Files sidebar (similar to the Activities sidebar) which makes it easy to send
people files without...you know...sending them the files.
Even if you are not a Notes user, you still have options for making file sharing social. One
of the best of these is the Windows Desktop plugin, available from multiple sources, but the
most common one is from the Downloads and Setup page in IBM Connections Cloud
(https://apps.na.collabserv.com/downloads
,
https://apps.ap.collabserv.com
or
https://apps.ce.collabserv.com/downloads)
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Figure 42 The download page for the Desktop plugin and Connections Files

After you have installed it for Windows, you will see a Connections icon on your Windows
desktop.

Figure 43 IBM Connections desktop plugin, integrated with Microsoft Windows Explorer
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Right-click on the IBM Connections name on the left hand side to start the process of
adding a new connection to your system.

Figure 44 Setting up a new connection

Enter your user name and password for the service you are configuring. For example, if
you are connecting to the North America Connections Cloud instance, the server name is
https://apps.na.collabserv.com.
The European Connections Cloud instance is
https://apps.ce.collabserv.com.
The Asia-Pacific Connections Cloud instance is
https://apps.ap.collabserv.com. If you are running Connections on-premises, then it will be
the URL to your Connections server. In the example below, we have configured a
connection to IBM Connections Cloud’s European system:
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Figure 45 Connections Cloud setup in the Windows Desktop Extension.

The plugin recognizes IBM Connections Cloud and gives it a different logo to onpremises installations. Double-click on one of the sites you have set up. You will see
something like this:
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Figure 46 Accessing Files using the Windows Desktop Extension

These icons should be self-explanatory and give you access to your files wherever they
are throughout the Connections system you are working with. Particularly useful is the fact
that the files contained within Communities can be accessed by drilling into the
Communities themselves.
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Figure 47 Accessing Files in the Windows Desktop Extension

Adding and removing files is as simple as dragging and dropping them from wherever
they are on your computer into wherever you want them to go in whatever Connections
environment you have set up. It is also easy to use the right-click action in Explorer wherever
you are to add files to Connections. If you already have a file in Connections which you want
to access or work with, simply drill-down to it in the Plugin and then right-click. The context
sensitive menu pops up:
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Figure 48 Right click for the context-sensitive menu.

This menu lets you perform a wide array of functions, such as:
1.!
2.!
3.!
4.!
5.!

Opening the file with an application on your computer
Opening the file in a browser
Uploading a new version of the same file
Sharing the file
Seeing what the sharing settings of the file are:
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Figure 49 Sharing options for a file

6.! Locking the file to prevent edits
7.! Looking at the version history of the file:

If you right-click on an individual file and choose Properties, you will get a greatly
expanded file properties dialog box:
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Figure 50 File properties dialog box

Working with files directly on the Connections server certainly is a better experience than
working with a file server. However, these days we increasingly work across a range of
devices like a desktop or laptop, tablet computer, phone, etc. Sometimes we want to work
on a presentation on our desktop computer but take our iPad to the meeting and present
using it. Sometimes we want to work on something when we are offline, like on an airplane.
To make this easy IBM Connections also offers file synchronization.
File synchronization works on Microsoft Windows and Apple Mac OS X operating
systems for computers and Apple iOS and Google Android mobile operating systems. It’s
installed on Windows as part of the desktop plugin we just looked at. Installing it is simple.
Simply click through the installer once you have downloaded it from
https://apps.na.collabserv.com, https://apps.ce.collabserv.com or
https://apps.ap.collabserv.com
Once installed, it appears on the Dock and in the Status bar:
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Figure 51 Connections Files icon in the Dock on Mac OS X

Figure 52 Connections Files icon in the Status Bar on Mac OS X

You choose which of your files you want to synchronize and Connections manages the
process of synchronizing and updating all of your devices so that they stay up to date. So,
when you are working on a presentation on your computer in the office and then head out
with your iPad you can be sure that the latest version of the presentation is synchronized to
your tablet ready for presenting.
To get started click on the Sync link at the left of the Files page in Connections Cloud:
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Click on the Add Files link and a window pops up:

Figure 53 Choosing which files to sync initially.

I’ve selected my Top Gun presentation and press the Add Files button.
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Figure 54 Connections Cloud confirms that I am now synchronizing the file.

As I leave the office, I open my iPad and open the Connections application. I go to the
File Sync section and voila!

Figure 55 iPad showing synchronized file
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So managing files in IBM Connections represents a far superior solution to the confusing
and inefficient method you may be following today, but how, from the point of view of
adoption, do you implement this to the benefit of your organization?
When I have approached this subject with customers I have confirmed with them that
they find handling files tiresome and laborious. Commonly, however, the need to ship files
around the organization by email comes out as one of the key use cases people complain
about. They end up with huge mailboxes full of files other people have asked to send to
them. Often people don’t know who to ask for a file, don’t know whether the copy they have
is up to date, and so on. An even worse scenario occurs when the holder of a particular file
is unavailable, such as being on vacation. The organization can be put to significant
inconvenience at least if one of your colleagues needs one of your files while you’re on the
beach. That’s not to say the inconvenience you experience if you have to deal with it while
you’re on holiday.
Why not, therefore, set up a community for you and your immediate colleagues? Into
the community copy or synchronize the files that you can share even if no-one has ever
asked you for that file. i.e. disclose all the stuff that you can – you may have confidential
stuff you’re not comfortable sharing, that’s OK, but for everything else, get it into the middle.
Spend a little time organizing it into folders and tagging it, but don’t go overboard as
Connections will index the contents where it can.
What’s the end result of this? There are several in fact:
1.! Now no-one needs to ask you if you have a file. If you have, it’s there. They can

simply go into the community and get it. No more calls at weekends or on
vacation with your colleagues in a panic looking for the file.
2.! You’ve freed yourself of the burden of being these files’ custodian. The system
now has them and will look after them.
3.! People you are sharing the files with, if they are particularly interested in a file, can
choose to Follow the file so when you update it – they get to know about it
automatically – with out you remembering to tell them.
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This is another example of the type of culture of transparency that you and your
immediate team can develop. It’s a grassroots initiative which can easily be replicated
throughout your organization and one which immediately has the “what’s in it for me” factor.

Social Groups at Work
How do people learn how to use eBay, Amazon, Facebook or LinkedIn? Did they attend
a training course? Did their employer set aside time out of their day to train them on being
"social"? No, people use these systems because they hold some inherent value to them.
People will use things if there is something in it for them. Fundamentally we are interested in
things that interest us - that might sound like an oxymoron but the truth is that many of the
training issues with any kind of system vanish when people find something of value to them.
I'd bet we'd all find it much more difficult, and need much more training, if we were told we
had to learn to drive. If we choose to learn, we make it happen.
It's for this reason, therefore, that I encourage you to include in your vision setting and
planning space for people to use the social collaboration environment for things which
personally interest them. These social groups probably already exist in your organization:
it's the jogging club, the mum's club, the wine club, the photography group, even the
restaurant or canteen. Each of these associations have something of personal interest to
your users (even if it's just what today's soup is). Indeed, reaching out to a pre-existing
group, like the photography group or the wine club and using them as a pilot group could
well be a good place to start your first iterations. They will be a committed bunch of people
with a common interest and a desire to work together, so why not use it?
I have seen some customers say that their management teams are not too happy about
the thought of their expensive new system being used for "just" this kind of thing. The truth
is, however, that if you can get early successes and have people enabling themselves they
will become some of your strongest advocates for the solution.

Standardizing Documentation
Standardizing documentation is something which you might think is purely the preserve
of a document management solution. It's also wrapped up in templates, terminology,
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approval cycles and other work- flow-related approaches to the control of information in
your organization.
I am not going to advocate that you abandon your document management regime and
instead adopt some sort of social approach which breaks years of process and
management. Instead I'd like to introduce you to the concept of working with documents in
new ways and in so doing prompt you to consider how the problems you encounter
standardizing the work people do might be positively affected.
Virtually every organization uses office productivity software to produce the basic staple
nuggets of in- formation - documents, presentations and spreadsheets. Some have gone
further and linked many of these documents together (particularly with spreadsheets). and
built into them business logic through macros. These are fine for what they do as they
achieve a set business result. What they don't do is encourage the propagation of
knowledge. They don't engage people with meaningful interaction which others can access.
When you are presented with folder full of files on a file server, SharePoint library or similar,
it's difficult to get context and meaning from the documents. Often people rely on a
README or something similar to provide some documentation about the documentation
itself.
The other consideration about these documents is that they are static until reviewed or
edited by someone. If you have a document management system you may need to check
the document out and then send it round on an approval cycle for sign-off before it can be
considered live. You might be changing just a small part of the document but the whole thing
needs to go round because the document is the atomic level, i.e. the smallest entity in the
universe of information in your organization.
How many document libraries do you interact with on the internet? The public internet
that is? I am thinking of eBay, Facebook, Amazon, webmd.com, LinkedIn? None. That's
because the knowledge they present is displayed as web pages. The information does not
require a specialist application, like Microsoft Word, to open it. In some situations, the defacto solution for sharing information has become the PDF file as - almost by accident - the
PDF format has found its way onto virtually every device. PDF will be with us forever most
likely because of the number of systems which support it. However, the huge, overwhelming
majority of everything else exists as HTML text - something your browser, phone, tablet or
whatever can easily exchange and access.
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We are in the situation where we are document-file focused because of the route we've
taken in the evolution of computing. Workgroup computing was all about personal
productivity. Word processors are late 20th century typewriters. The .doc file is the
equivalent of the file copy we'd keep in countless filing cabinets. Isn't it time to unlock much
of that information, make it easily reference-able and adaptable? Isn't it time we found easier
ways of standardizing our approach to creating documents which didn't rely on a single
document atom moving around? That time is here already, and social collaboration brings
it to you.
One of the largest repositories of information on the internet is Wikipedia. For most
people this is a useful website where you can find out about all sorts of stuff. Most people
don't know how that content appeared there though. It's done entirely by individual people
like you and I giving freely of their time to contribute their knowledge. That knowledge is then
able to be edited by other people who also know about that topic and consequently the
content itself becomes self-policing. There is of course an element of caution that should
be applied to Wikipedia content: what you are reading might have been written by someone
who thinks they know the topic and if it hasn't been reviewed, may be completely wrong.
But the maxim of something being worth what you pay for it applies. Don't make health
decisions based on what Wikipedia says - get professional advice too.
My point is that Wikipedia demonstrates how documentation, in this case an
encyclopedia, can be built in a standardized way in a social manner. This information is easily
consumed by anyone on the planet using virtually any device capable of connecting to the
internet. If you look closely at a Wikipedia page (the tabs at the top) you'll find a bunch of
interesting stuff about the "document" and its history:

Figure 56 Page History of the Social Networking Page in Wikipedia.
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If you are familiar with document management solutions, the above picture indicates
something you are familiar with - a document revision history. It shows when the document
was last changed, who changed it, etc. What Wikipedia also shows, however, is an easy-tosee "what's changed" view:

Figure 57 What's changed in the document.

Remember I haven't got any special software installed on my computer to do this. It's
using the wiki engine to do this. Lastly, I can find out a bit more about the person who made
the changes:

Figure 58 Who changed the document.

I hope you can see, therefore, that this approach, the use of a wiki instead of an office
productivity suite document, is one solution for putting the content and the people in focus
instead of the management of the document. It doesn't replace formal document
management review policies and doesn't support more formal revision numbering, but for
situations where you simply want to publish information and manage the review and
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changes of that content, then a wiki may be a useful tool for you. It's especially the case
where you have users on a wide range of devices, both desktop, laptop and mobile, who
need access to the information as each device is able to consume the content and present
it easily. There are also broader options for translation of content through automatic browser
extensions which detect the language and convert them into the local or chosen language.
IBM Connections has its own wiki system, loosely based around the Wikipedia examples
I've shown. To put the foregoing explanation in a bit of context, I thought it might be useful
to present an example of the preparation of a document many of us have probably worked
on in the past - a sales proposal.

Writing a Sales Proposal with a Wiki
Let's say you have received a Request for Proposal (RfP) from a major client. The
timescales are short and the amount of work involved in putting in a good response is high.
There are lots of sections; some relating to the health of your organization; some relating to
the technical aspects of the solution you can propose; some about customer references
and of course one on the price of the solution you can present.
It's common for these RFPs to be split between several authors, each of which is
focused on producing a particular section of the response in the format the customer has
asked for. In many organizations I've seen working on such documents, there is an initial
planning meeting and then people get on with the work. Typically, there are many revisions
of the response document. There are lots of authors and therefore many versions of the
document floating around. The chances for someone to work with the wrong version are
high and the volume of email (both in number and in size) is huge.
Consider, therefore, using a wiki as an alternative approach to standardizing your
Proposal preparation. In IBM Connections I would start by creating a new wiki, giving it an
appropriate name:
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Figure 59 Starting a Wiki to help respond to an RfP

Next I set out a table of contents for the various sections of our response. I am just using
the rich text editor and a numbered list:
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Figure 60 Setting up a Table of Contents

Next I select each of the entries in my Table of Contents and create a wiki page link:

Figure 61 Creating wiki links for the Table of Contents

I repeat the process for each of the sections in my Table of Contents. Note that all I have
done is to create links to non-existent pages. Now, when I click on each of the links, the wiki
responds with:
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Figure 62 Clicking on the link creates a new page.

So I go ahead and create the page. I start typing and working on the relevant section of
the RfP response:
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Figure 63 Creating the text for my document.

As I work on my document, the wiki automatically saves my work so that if I lose my
connection I can get back to a draft copy. Each time I press "Save and Close", though, my
changes are committed to the wiki and a new version of my page is created. I can share a
link to my wiki page with my colleagues and if necessary they can add their own
edits/comments etc. as we work together.
Like in the Wikipedia example it's easy for me to see which versions this particular page
has gone through, when it was edited and who edited it. If necessary, I can also restore an
earlier version:
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Figure 64 The wiki saves each change so I can easily go back.

It’s also really easy to compare one version of the document with a previous one:

Figure 65 The changes between the versions are easy to see.

The green text is the content which was added in the later version of the document. The
purpose of this example is to highlight in a social collaboration is not necessarily all about
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office productivity files. Moving towards wikis like this greatly reduces the information
overload associated with handling documentation and working towards, say, an RfP, which
would otherwise require lots of emails and lots of files being moved around to achieve the
same result.
If I add my colleagues to my network (in the profile section), any changes I make to the
wiki will automatically appear in their news feed. I don’t need to tell them about the change,
they’ll hear about it through the system.

Senior Management Communication
Some organizations, when defining their vision and use cases, highlight the need for
better engagement with the rest of the organization by senior management. In some
organizations the senior leaders of the organization can seem remote and not aware of the
day to day operations of the business. Social collaboration offers a unique way to address
this issue and bring a new level of communication with would not realistically be possible by
other means.
While we discuss the use of Blogs in the section on Revitalizing Corporate
Communications on page 50, you may wish to consider encouraging your senior
management to use status updates as short but effective ways to improve engagement,
collaboration and communication.
Having them simply post a single sentence about what they did yesterday, or where they
are going tomorrow is of real interest to the remainder of the organization. When building a
program for senior management in many organizations, I have found the following exercise
useful for them.
Ask the senior management group to add each other to their networks in the Profiles
area. That way when they post something they will each be able to see it automatically
without being deluged with lots more emails.
Next ask for their commitment to post a single status update each day for two weeks.
Arrange a follow-up meeting at the end of the two-week period and at that meeting review
with all of them each other’s posts. I guarantee that each of them will learn something about
the business they did not previously know. Also ask them to review the number of people
in their network now. You will probably find that there are a lot of other people who have
joined their network because they are posting information.
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Next, for two weeks, ask them to continue posting status updates but this time including
two techniques common to Twitter and IBM Connections - @mentions and #hashtags.
You probably know that @mentions is a way of referring what you are communicating to
another user, such as “Didn’t we have a lovely day at the beach
@JaneSmith?”. This communication, formatted the way Twitter would understand it
would result in Jane Smith being notified that she was mentioned.
Also in Twitter you can use a thing called a “Hash Tag”, which is like adding a search
term or contributing your message to a particular conversation. In Twitter you might use a
hashtag like this “Great game tonight #GoDodgers” if you were a Dodgers fan, so
that other Dodgers fans, and who can search for any messages with this hashtag can see
your message, even if they are not in your network.
You can do the same thing in IBM Connections and achieve the same results. In
Connections, when you are composing a status update and add the @ symbol the system
immediately starts searching as you type for someone’s name:

Figure 66 IBM Connections does the work of connecting @mentions to the right person.

This way you know you are mentioning the right person!
So getting your senior management to start doing this will drive the participation and
engagement in the network up significantly. They will find useful information starts to come
their way and that other people start “tuning in” to what’s being said. Like a Hollywood
celebrity with millions of followers on Twitter, your senior management will start picking up
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followers, as they are the celebrities within your organization. Here’s an example of
@mentions and #hashtags in use in Connections:

Figure 67 Hashtags and Mentions in IBM Connections.

If your senior management are up to date with the latest tech gadgets, they can even
get notifications on their Apple Watch about mentions!:

Figure 68 Apple Watch notifications for IBM Connections

For another two weeks ask your senior managers to continue posting status updates,
this time with @mentions and #hashtags. Meet them again at the end of the two weeks and
get their feedback.
Finally, for their last two-week assignment, move from publishing information with status
updates to requesting it. Ask them to continue posting at least one status update each day,
but in addition to this ask them to post a question to their network about something of
common interest, but business related. For example, “What did my network think of our
product launch? #acmeproduct”. This should start to generate responses to status
updates, which of course your senior management can respond to. This is an important
step in the development of your organization, for a couple of reasons.
The first reason is that you have now managed to flatten the organization tree to a single
level. Any individual can communicate with a member of the senior management and, if they
respond, have a conversation. In many organizations this is a radical step and one which
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may meet some initial resistance. Worried managers think that people will say anything,
insult the managers, and generally havoc will break out. In my experience, in IBM with over
400,000 employees, this simply does not happen. People recognize that what they post
can be seen and its attributed back to them. They know the consequences of inappropriate
content and as a result it doesn’t happen.
The second reason is that the senior management is now having an open conversation
about something with their employees. This transparent communication – where anyone
can watch the conversation unfold and participate if they wish – is a step change from the
email communique, from the town hall meeting or from any other type of managerial
communication. Embracing this culture of transparency is sometimes a frightening step for
some organizations but, in my experience, organizations who do it find that treating adults
as adults works. The employees value being engaged and being heard and management
values getting live information from the people who really know what’s going on in the
business.
In social collaboration circles we call this “working out loud”. Working out loud is a great
way of sharing and enabling others to know what you are doing. It's a really good way of
asking questions to the general user population in the hope that someone with the
knowledge you need has the answer. By "working out loud" I mean posting status updates
about events happening to you, such as "Great meeting with Customer X today", or "We
won our largest order with Customer X today". This "passive absorption" of information is
something we now all do all the time. Have you ever been at home with the TV on in the
background and heard something that caught your attention? You were passively aware of
what the TV was saying, and tuned in when you heard some key word or phrase you were
interested in.
The same is true when others work out loud: most of it will flow over you, but the
absorption process in your subconscious is going on all the time. Isn't it great to be able to
say to someone when they are vexed with a problem "I saw something about that the other
day". If that happens to you and you find something out of the ordinary in your social
collaboration system, remember to post a status update and let people know how useful
you have found it on this occasion. I have found when people have these "a-ha" moments
they suddenly respect the system and its implementation in a whole new way. These
moments come along when people choose to altruistically share what they are doing.
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Socializing Other Systems
Building social collaboration into other systems comes in two parts - bringing the nonsocial system into your social network, and exposing social functions to non-social systems.
Unless integrating social with non-social is a fundamental part of your vision I would
encourage you to get the basics of social adoption and grab some of the lower-hanging
fruit. That said, integrating and socializing are well-defined and relatively easy to implement.
As this is not a technical manual on integration, I won't be going into the depth of coding
examples. Suffice to say that the main technologies in this area are OpenSocial and
ActivityStrea.ms.
OpenSocial is the most common way of integrating systems. It is published as a nonprofit Application Programming Interface and has been taken up by many organizations,
including IBM and SugarCRM. Provided that the server you want to integrate with supports
OpenSocial, the two systems are integrated by developing small OpenSocial Gadgets.
These are XML files which are installed on (normally) the IBM Connections or similar system.
The result is the ability to surface content from, say, a CRM solution inside the user
experience of a social environment, such as a community:

Figure 69 OpenSocial Example (http://opensocial.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/collabapp.png)
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The ActivityStrea.ms specification has been drawn up to essentially allow social
applications to exchange and share activity information with each other. Don't confuse
"activity" with "Activity". In the latter case an Activity is something specific to IBM
Connections. In the former its a closely-defined group of information about something, such
as a check-in at a restaurant that the user has made, a posting to a Facebook wall, or a
tweet. By following the published specification, it becomes possible for a programmer to
integrate activity streams from many different sources. In a business context you could
integrate a company's twitter feed with the activity stream of a marketing community:

Figure 70 Activity Streams allows you to collect information from many systems into one news feed.

.!
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Chapter Four – The Vision
Statement
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The Solution Statement
A solution statement is the basis of your vision. It should be a paragraph of text that
defines the problem and how you will solve it. It often takes the following form:
1.!
2.!
3.!
4.!
5.!

Set up your thesis statement – define the problem;
Identify potential solutions
Define who, what, why, when and how
Describe the solution
Conclude the statement

Here is an (unrelated) example:
The$Simpsons$seems$to$be$the$story$of$a$fractured,$chaotic,$sometime$violent$family.$$However,$
this$ interpretation$ fails$ to$ explain$ why$ the$ Simpson$ family$ does$ so$ many$ things$ together:$
vacations,$ family$ dinners,$ and$ Church.$ $ If$ we$ continue$ to$ see$ the$ Simpsons$ merely$ as$ a$
dysfunctional$family,$we$will$never$understand$the$show’s$real$meaning$and$appeal.$$In$fact,$The$
Simpsons$represents$a$very$traditional$approach$to$family$values.2
Can you see how we go on a journey in the statement above? We start with a statement
or problem and move through to conclude the statement. Here is a more realistic example:
Our$ customer$ service$ satisfaction$ scores$ are$ five$ percent$ below$ the$ industry$ average.$$
Customer$Support$Operators$attribute$this$to$not$being$able$to$locate$the$right$information$or$
person$at$the$time$when$they$need$it.$$By$capturing$product$and$service$knowledge$in$central$
locations,$readily$accessible$to$the$CSO’s$McKinsey$and$other$research$organization$have$shown$
that$a$twentyGfive$percent$increase$in$productivity$is$possible.$$By$increasing$our$customer$service$
productivity,$we$will$improve$our$customer$service$satisfaction$score$to$above$industry$averages$
in$less$than$six$months.$
Do you see how this vision statement encompasses all of the components? You stand
a much better chance of changing your organization if you presented this kind of statement
to senior management in your organization. I recommend that you go through this kind of
structured process to produce vision statements for all the groups in your organization.
The next step in the Vision process is to define expectations and requirements.

http://faculty.virginia.edu/schoolhouse/WP/sampleprobstat.html

2
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Define High Level Expectations and Requirements
Defining high-level expectations and requirements are important steps to take to provide
a scope and boundary to the problem your vision document will address. Your high-level
expectations might come from the Management Imperative or from the Grassroots Initiative
or be based around your organization’s standards for such a solution, such as the choice of
technology, environmental considerations etc.
A high-level expectation for a social collaboration solution might be something like
"Employees will be able to locate the right person to help them more easily", or "Staff should
have access to the system from anywhere - inside the office, from home or mobile".
You need to gather expectations and requirements from the people your vision will
touch. If this is a Management Imperative, your sponsor, or at least the person who landed
it on your desk, should give you some sort of boundary inside which you should collect
these. If you're working on a Grassroots Initiative the people who created the initiative in the
first place should be able to describe to you what their expectations and requirements were
of their solution and should also be able to offer some "nice to have's" or "if we started it
again, here's what we'd want"-type feedback.
Collect the expectations and requirements in a document (how about a wiki page?), as
you will need to refer back to this in the next section. For simplicity-sake, here is a template
that might work for you:
Type

Initiative

Expectation

Reduce new staff onboarding time from 45 days to 30 days.

Requirement

See a list of new staff on-boarded each month.

Expectation

Access the system on an iPad

Requirement

Use the Windows login details as the method of logging into the
system.
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Link Requirements to Stakeholders
You can be sure of the following when you have a list of high-level expectations and
requirements:
1.! In no way does it represent anything like a complete list of requirements;
2.! You can’t consider this list to be accurate;
3.! You should expect this list to change.
You must expect inaccuracy in the information you gather in the early days of preparing
a Vision. The people you are working with probably have only a superficial understanding
of the questions you are asking. They do not have the benefit of your experience and are
reacting to your question by giving you a wish list that is probably not well thought out.
To get your project off the ground, however, you need sponsors who will line up to the
problems you have uncovered. I recommend seeking their approval to link the high level
expectations and requirements to them as a stakeholder. Doing so helps demonstrate that
the need actually exists. I also recommend that you do some analysis about the issues to
identify which are the real priorities.
A good way to approach this is to have a workshop with key members of the groups
who you want to involve in the initial rollout of IBM Connections. This might be
representatives from IT, HR, Operations, Personal Assistants, and so on. I do this as a halfday workshop and we work through some of the following exercises.
1.! If I were the CEO, what one thing would I change about the organization?
2.! If I were the manager of my department, what one thing would make us a better
department?
3.! What one thing should my department do to help towards the organization’s
strategic goals?
As you can see, there is a mixture of Management Imperatives and Grassroots Initiatives
in these questions. I ask the participants to write their suggestions on sticky notes on a
board and then ask them to collaborate by grouping suggestions together. The effect of
doing this is to find common themes across the organization that can be tackled for the
maximum effect.
I then write the consolidated list of suggestions and issues on a board, in table form. I
then as the participants to discuss and agree the following variables about the requirement:
1.! The number of people in the organization affected by this requirement or

expectation.
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2.! The size of the risk to the organization if nothing is done about it.
3.! The size of the cost to the organization if nothing is done about it.
4.! Who the stakeholder or sponsor for that issue would be.

Most participants have no idea about the actual numbers involved so we simply work
with “High”, “Medium” and “Low”:
Requirement

# People

Size of Risk

Size of Cost

Expectation

/

Affected

to Org.

to Org.

Stakeholder / Sponsor

No central place to

High

High

High

IT Manager

High

High

High

Compliance Manager

High

Medium

Low

Board Members

Medium

Medium

Medium

Production Department

High

Low

Medium

Human Resources

High

Medium

Medium

IT Manager

Unclear job roles.

High

Low

Low

Human Resources

Aloof management.

High

Low

Low

Board Members

Don’t know who to ask

High

High

Medium

Production Department

Medium

High

High

Customer Service

store files.
No document
management regime.
Top-down
communication is poor.
Little standardization of
information
No incentive to
improve.
Email culture
dominates the
organization.

for help.
Poor customer
satisfaction.

We then convert the High, Medium and Low scores into numbers – High is 3, Medium is
2 and Low is 1. We also add the three variables together to produce a score for each
requirement:
Requirement / Expectation

# People

Size of Risk

Size of Cost

Affected

to Org.

to Org.

Score
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No central place to store files.

3

3

3

9

No document management regime.

3

3

3

9

Top-down communication is poor.

3

2

1

6

Little standardization of information

2

2

2

6

No incentive to improve.

3

1

2

6

Email culture dominates the

3

2

2

7

Unclear job roles.

3

1

1

5

Aloof management.

3

1

1

5

Don’t know who to ask for help.

3

3

2

8

Poor customer satisfaction.

2

3

3

8

Score

organization.

Now we sort the requirements according to their total score:
Requirement / Expectation

# People

Size of Risk

Size of Cost

Affected

to Org.

to Org.

No central place to store files.

3

3

3

9

No document management regime.

3

3

3

9

Don’t know who to ask for help.

3

3

2

8

Poor customer satisfaction.

2

3

3

8

Email culture dominates the

3

2

2

7

Top-down communication is poor.

3

2

1

6

Little standardization of information

2

2

2

6

No incentive to improve.

3

1

2

6

Unclear job roles.

3

1

1

5

Aloof management.

3

1

1

5

organization.
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Notice that the top issue comes from a Grassroots Initiative, the second is a
Management Imperative and the third issue is again a Grassroots Initiative. This tells us
something about this (mythical) organization: two of the top three imperatives are coming
from the Grassroots. To me this suggests that the upper management does not have a
strong grasp of many of the issues in the organization. From that I might surmise that staff
morale is probably fairly low and that there might be a higher than normal staff turnover. How
do I arrive at these conclusions? Grassroots Initiatives rarely come about because the
workforce is particularly motivated or because they particularly want to improve the
business. Generally, a crisis becomes the mother of invention and as a result, a perceived
crisis amongst the Grassroots has resulted in a solution being invented. Its continued
existence suggests that the management does not know about it.
What we have done here is to prioritize the issues we can use IBM Connections to
address. We should now put these in Solution Statement form, as we described on page
101. This then gives us compact arguments to put forward in our project.
Here are example solution statements for the top three priorities in our table:
Prioritized

Solution Statement

Requirement
No central place to

In a recent survey of our staff, it was found that there was no central place to store

store files.

files. Feedback has indicated that this causes significant duplication in the number
of files we have and causes problems when staff need to find the right file.
Implementing a centralized document sharing solution would alleviate this
problem and would 1) reduce the overall volume of files stored; 2) ensure that
everyone is working with the same version of the document. We propose to form a
group to map the volume and location of the files and identify a strategy to migrate
these into a central storage location. According to McKinsey's recent research
(2013) this can help drive a 25% increase in productivity. The project would be
expected to last around six months and would result in a centralized document
storage solution available for all staff.

No document

Everyone in the organization is creating his or her own documents because we do

management

not have a document management regime. Implementing a regime would improve

regime.

quality and productivity. It would reduce the amount of rework and make us more
responsive to customers as a result. The IT department should provide the
organization with a system that provides document versioning, storage, numbering,
auditing and other key functions for document management. We estimate we can
save 10% of working time by introducing this type of system.
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Do not know who to

Our customer service satisfaction scores are five percent below the industry

ask for help.

average. Customer Support Operators attribute this to not being able to locate the
right information or person at the time when they need it. By capturing product and
service knowledge in central locations, readily accessible to the CSO’s McKinsey
and other research organization have shown that a twenty-five percent increase in
productivity is possible. By increasing our customer service productivity, we will
improve our customer service satisfaction score to above industry averages in less
than six months.

I would use the Solution Statement as the Executive Summary for your Vision Document.
In one paragraph it covers the entire scope of the project and gives timescales, benefits etc.
You still, of course, have some work to do to build a complete vision document. So what
would you put in one?
• Who is affected
• Current methods of work around the problem
• Estimation of the cost of the problem
• Describe the current problem
• Describe the proposed solution
• Quantify the expected results
• Define the steps to make the change
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Figure 71 Steps to create a vision

I would encourage you to use diagrams, real facts, numbers and before-and-after
diagrams to show how the transformation will take place. Once you have the document
ready, ask your sponsor to endorse it. Get it circulated amongst the key people in your
organization would can support your initiative and give it the backing you need. The key part
here is to gain consensus that the vision is accurate and appropriate for your organization.
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Chapter Five – Step 2:
Leadership Commitment
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Introduction
Although they may be reluctant to admit it, the leadership in your organization are the
celebrities that employees watch. The demeanor, presence, interest and general overall
behavior of the leadership plays a huge role in the behavior of the employees. Their style of
management, approach and stance in different situations set the tone for the culture of the
organization. A large organization may have many sub cultures related to prominent
managers or executives in those business units but the overall tone comes from the top.
Without the commitment of the leadership of your organization, your project will face an
uphill battle to be truly successful. You are essentially staging an organizational coup d’état
in the organization. You are shaking up the current way of working to move to a new way of
working which will drive better business outcomes, both for the bottom line and for the
people who work there. However, like in any takeover, unless you have the people at the top
with you, you will only get so far.
Thus, you need the sponsorship of senior people in your organization to help make this
change. It need not necessarily be the person right at the top, but should be someone
influential and senior enough that when it is a raging success the other people at the top will
take notice and want to take part. You need to do a reasoned sales job on this individual.
You need to present the business case, the vision, and the outcomes from your workshops
etc. I would not arrive with all of this prepared and land the idea on them, however. I would
ask for their support to develop the vision, ask for their feedback with your draft vision and
then finally ask them to take your proposition forward for further consideration.
As well as having a senior sponsor you also, need commitment that they will take part in
the solution. Your colleagues will not see the social collaboration solution as worthy of their
time and effort unless they can see that a) it's not going to go away; b) their managers are
watching and appraising their input; c) the management are committed to it and d) it actually
helps them in their day to day job. Without the latter, all you will get is frustration. Without all
of the former, you will get lip service paid to your plan and eventual disuse.
What does leadership commitment look like? Here are some examples:
1.! The senior management mention the existence and their enthusiasm for the
project in their communications;
2.! Some initiative is created where communications from the senior executive are
moved into the collaboration platform. This can usually be combined with a
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commitment to use the collaboration platform as a "listening vehicle" with the
prospect of the leadership commenting openly on other comments raised;
3.! Senior management posts news of some sort, like a status update, or a blog post
or something similar, in a timely manner every so often, so that there is some value
for the employees to follow that senior manager in the system. Exhibiting this
"working out loud" to the employees will encourage them to do the same;
4.! The senior leadership commenting on the posts and input of others to the system.
The odd comment, recommending someone, calling out someone's contribution
to the system, whatever. Something that shows that the management is watching
what is in the system and are showing their opinion and feedback on the matter.
I work for an organization with nearly half a million employees. Using a social
collaboration system effectively puts me in direct touch with the senior. It flattens the entire
organization tree to two or three levels instantly. This is extremely empowering for
employees and for management alike.
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The Leadership Skills Gap
The leadership skills gap is something you need to be aware of. The people who hold
the keys to success are some of the least-well-skilled individuals at this. They might be great
presenters, keen financial minds, great strategists; but I bet they are not great on the fine
detail, the button pressing or the mouse clicks. Frankly, they have bigger fish to fry than this.
Recognizing that they have a skills gap and doing something about it are of course two
different things. One of the primary gaps you will face is a perception gap. Their perception
about what "social" is and what it can do for them are probably two initial areas you need to
focus on.
I find I often need to make it very clear that there is a fundamental difference between
social media and social business. This often leads them to jump to the conclusion that
"social media" is the voice of the customer and "social business" is the voice of the
employee. While this definition is not in itself wrong, I believe you also need to highlight that
"social business" is bigger than that. It is about using the social techniques we see in some
areas of social media and using them as tools to broaden engagement and insight with
employees, customers and the organization's supply chain (partners, suppliers, etc.).
When they understand the distinction often their interest rises and their enthusiasm for
the subject starts to take off. Recognize that in the early stages your leadership will be
"unconscious incompetent":
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Conscious!
Incompetence!
(2)

Conscious!
Competence!
(3)

Unconscious!
Incompetence!
(1)

Unconscious!
Competence!
(4)

Figure 72 The Competence Cycle

The Competence Cycle describes the process people go through as they gather new
skills. Your leadership team will usually start in box 1 or 2 of this cycle:
1.! Unconscious Incompetence - your leader does not know what he does not know.
They have no grasp of the subject, what it entails or where it might take them.
2.! Conscious Incompetence - your leader knows that they do not know about a
particular subject. This is good place to be as a) they will generally stop themselves
from a dangerous action and b) will normally be receptive to help.
3.! Conscious Competence - the person knows what they are doing and can apply it
when they think about it. Most non-professional computer users are consciously
competence with the use of a computer, for example.
4.! Unconscious Competence - A true expert reaches this stage. They are able to
participate naturally and without a great deal of thought. Once we have passed our
driving test and have been driving a car for a while we quite often become
unconsciously competent at driving - we do not need to think about gears, brakes,
etc., we just do it.
Understanding where your leader is and where they need to get to is important to ensure
that you can cross the skills gap. You should be prepared to address the gap with a range
of measures, many of which we discuss in later sections of this chapter.
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Communications
You will find it difficult to be successful with a deployment of Social Collaboration without
a commitment to culture change from your leadership. In my experience, it becomes
obvious early on in a project, especially in the vision-setting stages whether or not that
commitment is there. Where the leadership recognizes that continued success, increased
competitive advantage, cost reduction, modernization and the many other benefits to be
gained by being more collaborative, then you can develop that commitment. Where it does
not see it this way, then you have an uphill problem.
Aligning your project with a major culture change initiative is an excellent way to be part
of the larger movement and be the tool people use to drive that change. This is more than,
however, "Business Process Re-Engineering". Social Collaboration is not so much about reinventing processes, but rather about adding people back into the processes.
One customer I spoke to recently has implemented social collaboration in a heavily
process-focused part of the organization. They have supplemented the existing process
and improved it by using better tools than the email and conference calls they had been
using previously. The result was an eighty percent cut in overtime and a reduction in the
process time from twenty days to six days. Such dramatic "process improvement" is surely
testament to the need to be committed to the culture change argument. In this example, the
company wanted to embrace a culture of transparency. They did not issue an edict that
everyone had to be a blogger or that everyone had to "work out loud" by posting status
updates all day. They just committed to using collaboration tools to improve their existing
approach.
The leadership's commitment to culture change must be both Vocal and Visible: We've
probably all seen these reality TV shows where the boss goes undercover and works on the
shop floor to find out what's really going on; well, this is a bit like this. As a junior member of
staff, being able to hear from and interact with a senior member of the company is an
empowering and motivating experience.
Some organizations implement "Gamification" solutions from organizations like ISW
[www.isw.com.au] whose Kudos Badges approach motivates and recognizes individuals
and their contributions. Others and I would encourage you to start with this, simply make a
habit of calling out good work and encouraging people. A simple "Well done on that sale",
or "This is a great example of what I hope to see in our social network" is all it takes from a
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senior member of staff to encourage that person, and those around them to participate in a
positive way.
There is absolutely no substitute for authenticity, caring and well-timed feedback. A
good leader knows this already. Giving public praise goes a long way towards motivating
and reinforcing positive behavior.
Getting leadership commitment is like panning for gold. You know the nuggets are there,
it’s a case of teasing them out. So too is free-flowing communication from executives where
there is a genuine exchange of thoughts and opinions. I commonly see "corporate"
communications writing apparently "personal" blog statements from executives. Such
articles stick out a mile and result in the perception of the executive as being distant, aloof
and not in touch. Instead, work with your exec to write a one-paragraph, three-sentence
blog post about what they were doing last week. Such news is very valuable to those who
have otherwise no concept of what their senior management is doing. Of course, there will
be sensitivities about what can be posted, and you should use your judgement as to what
is appropriate. The tone that the executive sets in their blog will be the drumbeat to which
the company works. If you are executive says "We're doing well, but we need to catch our
competitors", they have both reassured the worrisome workforce and set a challenge.
Conversely stating, "We're doing well" alone might well breed complacency. Stating, "We
need to catch our competitors to remain a healthy business" could have people running to
the doors. Therefore, executives need to be careful about what they say, but like the gold
nuggets in the riverbed; such postings are highly valued by those who read them.
A good way of getting your message over with passion, sincerity and the least possible
chance of being misunderstood is to use a video blog. IBM's CEO Ginni Rometty is one of
the best at this I have ever seen. Most often, she looks directly into the camera and appears
to be talking to you directly. She is not reading a script and talks fluently, passionately and
from the heart. The impact of this is huge engagement by the IBM employees to every blog
post.
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Figure 73 Ginni Rometty Video Blog

All you need these days is a reasonable-quality flip-cam or recent mobile phone for basic
video, but if you want to do something a bit better quality, an inexpensive HD camcorder
with a microphone-in plug (so that you can use an external microphone) is a good bet. IBM
Connections makes it easy to upload your videos into a Media Gallery in a community and
thereby make it easy for people to watch the videos. Connections also keeps count of the
number of page views in your blog entries, so you can gauge uptake and impressions for
the material.
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Chapter Six – Step 3:
Planning
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The Basics
For the most part, implementing a social business project is no different from any other
project. To be successful you need to:
.!

A budget to work to (both of time and money)

.!

A clear understanding of what the end looks like

.!

A plan to get there
An understanding of the resources and skills you will need to deliver the result.

In this section, I will provide advice I have found to work when planning and executing a
project for rolling out Social Collaboration. I am not going to be prescriptive about exactly
how you should plan the project, but suffice to say that the concept of iterations, described
later, is one that I would strongly recommend. I would also not set off on any plan without an
agreed and clear vision amongst the major stakeholders.
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Planning Advice
The first step in any project is of course to plan what you are going to do. In my
experience, a plan needs to be produced at the beginning so that everyone has a chance
to think through the whole project. One of the biggest mistakes any project makes, however,
is that the plan then is forgotten about and everyone goes off and gets on with it. The result
is that timescales are forgotten, next steps are ignored and before long chaos ensues. This
does not mean that you need to have a full time project manager carefully tracking every
step along the way, but there are two key things I would recommend you do for ANY project:
•! Build in slack to absorb over-runs.
•! Meet regularly with the whole team to review the plan and adjust accordingly.
Remember that I am advocating that you follow a process of iterative adoption. Without
the second of these key steps you will not iterate your project plan and will be bound to
make the same mistakes again.
I am often asked, however, how much time it takes. Without a clear definition of it, it is of
course difficult to say. However, I have found that the following chart summarizes the broad
proportions of time I spend on different aspects of a social business implementation based
on iterative adoption.
Measurement
, 9%
Integrate,
18%
Mentoring,
24%

Communicate
, 31%

Customise,
12%
Governance,
6%

Figure 74 Typical proportions of time spent on different aspects of adoption.
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Grassroots Initiatives or Management
Imperatives?
The next issue to come up is whether you plan to go after the Grassroots Initiatives (easy
and quick to solve issues), or to tackle the Management Imperatives that your organization
needs addressed? It is a difficult one to decide upon for an entire organization because it
depends on a number of factors, including:
•! The culture of the organization – is it ready to embrace social?
•! Are the Management Imperatives the reason why you have the go-ahead for this
project?
•! Are there perfectly adequate solutions already in place (but not used) for the
Grassroots Initiatives?
Ultimately, the decision about whether to go one way or another need not be cast in
stone. You can tackle the Grassroots Initiatives for one area of the organization and then
change to tackle a Management Imperative of another area. Using Iterative Adoption, the
meat of which we will get into shortly, you can plug the Use Cases in that you are going to
tackle for the next iteration, so you can change your scope and approach as you see fit.
Striking the right balance is an important decision as ultimately what your organization
does on a daily basis lies somewhere in between:

Grassroots
Initiatives
Tactical
Solutions

Employees

What6your6
organisation
does

KPI's,6Performance

Management
Initiatives
Strategic
Solutions

Management

Figure 75 - Choosing between Grassroots Initiatives and Management Imperatives is an important step.
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In my experience, a "big bang" approach to implementing social ways of working is not
a success in organizations larger than about one hundred people. It's too much to
implement all at once. There are two many questions that come up, there are too many
loose threads from completely unexpected corners which will appear. I strongly recommend
you focus on manageable iterations of use cases which make sense to the business unit
you're focused on.
If, for example, you have a chief executive who is keen on being social and is looking
forward to engaging with the staff through the social collaboration solution, then you should
proceed with this and consider more closely your Communications component in your
iteration plan. He or she will want to make sure that people are reading and participating in
what they have to say - so you need to come up with ways of getting the vast majority of
users to at least log in to see what is going on. You might, for example, use the chief
executive's request as the cue to encourage the formation of the more non- work social
aspects that you could roll out easily to people who would have a strong desire to use it. I'm
thinking here of the jogging club, camera club, wine club, book club, whatever your
organization has that staff congregate around which doesn't directly relate to work. It might
even be a community for the staff restaurant. By introducing non-work areas of interest
along side something work-related, you can gain engagement and participation without
having to drag the metaphorical horse to the metaphorical water.
Equally I have found expecting the system to be adopted virally is ultimately doomed to
failure too. Sure, it will take off amongst those who are pre-disposed towards social
networking but it will soon fall in to the Trough of Disillusionment:
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Figure 76 The Trough of Disillusionment – Graphic (C) Datameer
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Use the System Yourself
Your own adoption of IBM Connections system will be an important thing to show your
prospective users. If you are seen to practice what you preach then you will at least come
across as authentic in your desire to help. You can honestly evangelize on the benefits, the
practices and the new insights using the system has brought you and your team. So run
your project in the system. Consider using some of the methodologies in this chapter around
Meeting Management, Project Management and Brainstorming. If you can show others that
you are doing it, you will encourage them to do it too. You will also be teaching your own
team at the same time.
Refer to the sections on running a project (page 36), or handling meetings (page 58) if
you need advice on how to do this. You need to be able to wield the metaphorical project
sword to be able to win the battle. If you do not use it yourself, you will not be authentic when
trying to convince others to do so.
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Recognizing Groups of People
Getting the right people around you is critical to the success of your project. I would
suggest that you think about who will be in the following groups:
Your core team
Early Adopters
Champions
Senior Stakeholders
Community Managers

The diagram below, taken from The Diffusion
of Innovations3 highlights the need for innovators
(your core team) and Early Adopters to get the
adoption of your social network going. As the
diagram also shows, the early majority take you to the adoption curve, ensuring a critical
mass:
“Within the rate of adoption, there is a point at which an innovation reaches critical mass.
This is a point in time within the adoption curve that the number of individual adopters ensures
that continued adoption of the innovation is self-sustaining. Illustrating how an innovation reaches
critical mass, Rogers outlines several strategies in order to help an innovation reach this stage.
Strategies to propel diffusion include: when an innovation adopted by a highly respected
individual within a social network, creating an instinctive desire for a specific innovation. Also,
injecting an innovation into a group of individuals who would readily use said technology, and
provide positive reactions and benefits for early adopters of an innovation.” 4

3
4

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diffusion_of_Innovations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diffusion_of_Innovations#Rate_of_adoption
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Figure 77 The Diffusion of Innovations

Your Core Team
At the beginning of the project, you will need to focus most on your core team. To
achieve scaling (discussed in the next section) you need to build out the early adopters,
champions and community managers. I would propose that it is your job, yours personally,
to work with the senior stakeholders in the organization. Their input and support is so critical
that there is a danger that if you hand the job of supporting them to someone else that the
message will be diluted and the project weakened. You may, of course, not be the best
person to provide that support so I would encourage you to look at your own skills and
abilities and those of your core team. If there is some who REALLY gets all of this and is a
good communicator, then perhaps you should ask for their help with the senior
stakeholders. Consider this carefully, though.
Your core team should contain the following roles. Note that I say "roles" and not
"people". In large projects, you may have the luxury of dividing the work between many
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people. On smaller or pilot projects, this luxury may not be there so you and your team may
need to take on multiple roles.
Role

Description

Project Manager

The Project Manager is the role which has the overall
responsibility for managing the resources, timing,
communications and reporting of the project's progress. They
are not, necessarily, involved in the production of deliverables,
provision of training, etc. The Project Manager's job is primarily
clerical in the project - making sure you are on target and that
the project's communications are in order.

Evangelist / Advocate

The Evangelist is the true expert in social collaboration. They
"get it" and are able to apply the tools to the problems that are
to be addressed. Such a role may not easily fit with someone in
your team and may need to be brought in from a vendor or
business partner. The role is one of being the lead authority on
the "wielding of the sword".

Communications

It is vital that the project is able to communicate its plan and
translate that communication into terms which the end users
will understand and accept. Having someone think about the
advance promotion, communications, emails, approach,
graphics, theming, etc., is a really important part of the project.
Indeed, it is often the role of the Communications person which
"crosses the adoption chasm" (Geoffrey Moore), and turns this
from being an ordinary project which might only meet 50% of
its objectives in- to something which provides true business
value and improvement to the organization.
The Communications role is doubly difficult. It needs to
understand what we are trying to achieve and then needs to be
able to translate that into something the employees will grasp.
Typically, this can only be someone within the organization.
They are best placed to understand the tempo, language,
approach, format etc. of the communications the project will
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make in the context of what has gone before and what else is
going on in the organization.
I am not suggesting that the Communications role is solely left
to get on with it, however, a good vendor or business partner will
guide you through an example communications plan to reflect
the iterations the project will go through. It should be possible to
set out a project plan (with the assistance of the project
manager) and develop a Communications Plan alongside it. We
look more closely at a communications plan in the Chapter
Seven – Step 4: Employee Engagement on page 142.
Technical Support

The need for technical support does not disappear when you
implement an IBM Connections Cloud solution over, say, an onpremises implementation of IBM Connections. To get the most
from these tools, regardless of their implementation model,
there will be a need to look at extension products, like mobile
use, desktop integration, email client integration, browser
compatibility, external access, etc. All these IT issues need to be
handled and a clear route to getting these solved is necessary.
Your own IT department may be able to help with this, or if you
do not have one, or they are not involved I would strongly
recommend ensuring that your vendor provides some level of
support.
It never ceases to amaze me the difficulties organizations have
making small changes to user's computer setups to get the
most from a new solution. Simply installing a new piece of
software or trying to access a new website with the standard
browser gives unpredictable results on many computers. The
problem magnifies when you introduce different platforms, like
Mac OS X, Linux and, of course, the myriad of mobile platforms
out there.
Some organizations use virtual desktop environments, like Citrix,
to man- age the desktop interface user’s access. Others use the
standard browser with the operating system and expect
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everything to work. ActiveX controls, java applets, large amounts
of JavaScript and all sorts of other complications can make this
a tricky proposition. Therefore, you need someone who is skilled
in the resolution of these issues and someone who understands
what end you are driving to. It may well be someone co-opted
from your IT department or vendor, but they do need to have a
very close understanding of the technical environment your
organization runs.

Early Adopters
Once you have your own team set up and working using the enterprise social network,
you need to start planning two things:
1. The recruitment of early adopters who can use the system and get up to speed with
the tools at their disposal.
2. The iteration plan for the rollout of the solution to the employees
I specifically mention them in this order, as it is important to have a constituency of
people who can help you roll out the solution to the constituencies of users with the
functionality defined in each of the iterations. You should recognize that your Core Team
could not possibly expect to deploy the whole solution itself, nor expect to get the respect
or attention of the different parts of the organization you will touch without the input of early
adopters.
However, what does an early adopter look like? Typically, they will be people who selfselect for the project. They will be people who are comfortable using computer tools and
who recognize that the current way of doing things could be improved. Ideally, they will be
people who have some exposure to other social networking solutions, like Facebook or
LinkedIn. Ideally, they should be people to whom many of the concepts you will present will
not be foreign. Importantly, however, you need to get their commitment to make a change
in how they work. To back this up, you should present the evidence of your executive
sponsorship, other customer case studies, references, etc.
Ideally, you should also attempt to recruit early adopters from as broad a cross-section
of the organization as possible. Limiting your early adopter population to, say, IT or HR will
limit their perceived ability to recognize and adapt to the problems of the wider organization.
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OK, so you have identified people who could be early adopters in your organization. They
are a mix of young, middle-aged and older members of staff (to help provide balance as to
what can and cannot be implemented in the company), and they are enthusiastic about
getting involved, but where do you start with getting them enabled?
When I have been delivering Early Adopter training, I have taken the approach of
congratulating the people involved in being part of a revolution in the way their organization
is going to perform. The first thing I have done is to set up an Early Adopter's community.
Pay some attention to the look, feel and design of the community to make it as inviting as
possible to these people. They are the ones who will carry your message into the deepest
reaches of the organization, so your support is essential.
I would recommend setting up your Early Adopter Community with the minimum of
features / functions:
.!

Forum - for handling questions and answers from your Early Adopters.

.!

Blog - for keeping the early adopters up to date on what is happening on the project.

.!

Files - for sharing presentations, graphics, and other resources the EA's can use as
part of their advocacy.

.!

Status Updates - for you, your core team and the Early Adopters to share news,
experiences and snippets of information.

With a community in place, you need to provide what I call "briefings" rather than training.
Training assumes that they have no idea about what you are providing. Briefing, on the other
hand, respects their knowledge and experience (even if it is from their use of Facebook at
home). The following example is one that I have used repeatedly with IBM Connections
customers who have an Early Adopters group. I am not proposing that it is infallible, but
might act as the starting point for some Early Adopter training of your own:
Session

Contents

Lunchtime session 1

The first meeting is very much about setting the scene for the
whole project and the concepts around social business.
Agenda:
.!

What is all this about?
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.!

What is Social Business?

.!

Social Business vs. Facebook

.!

Communication and Collaboration

.!

Doing work without email?

.!

Aligning the culture of your workgroups

.!

Forming a social users group

.!

Presentation and discussion of the enterprise social
network

.!

The Man Who Should Have Used IBM Connections
{video from YouTube}

.!

Demonstration of how the Core Team uses the
enterprise social network 11.Case Studies and
Successes

I find that it's best if the Early Adopters don't escape the
initial session without some homework:
.!

• Find a blog about something you are interested in.

.!

• Find a Twitter account you like, login to Twitter and
create your own account.

.!

• Join Facebook or LinkedIn and populate your profile.

You should use this meeting as an ice-breaker for the
Early Adopters. Ideally you should keep it light-hearted and
encourage discussion amongst the group to foster an air of
openness and communication. All members of the group
should be encouraged to complete their "homework" for the
next meeting.

Lunchtime session 2

The second session for the Early Adopters should
concentrate on using the tool itself, for example:
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•! The Man Who Should Have Used IBM Connections,
part two
•! Profiles, Tagging, and Knowledge Capture
•! Status Updates
•! Communities, including Blogs, Ideation Blogs, Wikis
and Files
•! Bookmarks and Activities
I usually set homework from this second session, as follows:
.!

Log in to the enterprise social network

.!

Join the Early Adopters Community

.!

Find five other members of the Early Adopters
community, or other staff and add them to your
network.

.!

Write one status update per day.

.!

Create a community on something they are working
on and involve other members of their group to
participate

The purpose of this session, apart from introducing the
concept of the tools themselves, is to identify natural
Community Managers for later on.

Session 3: Examining
pain points (identifying
use cases)

Now that the early adopters are more up to speed on the
system and what points (identifying use cases) it's capable
of, I start with an ideation session, using an ideation blog to
capture the issues the early adopters have with
communication, collaboration and locating of information in
their jobs. I focus this specifically on THEIR problems
(remember “what’s in it for me”), and not necessarily on
those which the organization has highlighted as being in the
project vision.
I want their buy-in to use the solution as quickly as possible.
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The format of this is often just using a flipchart or whiteboard
to go round the room, writing up each issue. I then hand out
some pens to each of the Early Adopters and give them ten
minutes or so to place a tick, or a cross or a stroke, or some
other mark against the issues they can identify with. This lets
me rank the issues according to "popularity".
I re-write the list, taking the top three issues and ask people
if they agree with my analysis. Assuming they do, I then seek
a volunteer, usually the person who first flagged the issue as
the owner of that little project. I divide the Early Adopter
group into three sub-groups by either asking for volunteers
or simply picking at random.
Next I ask each group to create a sub-community of the
Early Adopters community and get them to ideate through
how they would address their issue. I facilitate this on an
informal basis and at the end of the session usually ask them
to meet again once between this and the next session to
come up with one wiki page on the problem they are going
to solve and how they plan to go about it.
I make all of the sub-communities open so that each group
can see what the other is doing and gently prod those who
are not participating to jump in and offer their thoughts.
Session 4: Putting it
together

The final session of the Early Adopter training is a review of
what the different groups have done to document and plan
how they would address their chosen issue.
I ask each of the groups where they would apply their
solution in their daily work and use what they commit to here
as the place I will follow up in later weeks to help them if they
are experiencing problems.
Try to get a handle on the time the current issues require of
those who per- form the work. Can you measure the cost of
doing work at present - time, paper, phone-calls, emails,
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searching, etc. It will be important to show an improvement
in hard facts rather than just gut instinct to ensure continued
success for your project, so do what you can to quantify the
"as-is" situation.
I reinforce the use of the forums in the Early Adopters
community to ad- dress issues with their chosen issue and
then we collectively work through how the Early Adopters
will start to involve their colleagues in the solution. It's at this
point that the Early Adopters start to get nervous, usually.
They now realize that they are moving into the front line of
adoption and that they will need to try to encourage and
motivate those around them to change their working
practices to improve collaboration and communication. You
should recognize that in order for them to be able to deliver
on this they will need your support.
I try to arrange regular one-to-one sessions with each Early
Adopter in the few days and weeks immediately after this
point. By giving them the support they need they will feel
confident to experiment and evangelize with their groups
how to start brining positive change to the organization.
After the training

As discussed above, you should schedule time with each of
the Early Adopters on a personal basis as well as being
attentive to the developments in the Early Adopters
community. Your energy, motivation and attention will
develop the confidence of the Early Adopters to act on your
behalf. Like learning to drive a car, once you've passed your
test and you're driving yourself for the first time, you start to
really get the experience of the real world. The same is true
here, be there and be supportive for your Early Adopters.
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Champions
The Champions of your adoption are people who emerge from the extended groups
formed by the Early Adopters. These are people who are able to extend the use of the
system, are doing new and innovative things with the tools and are actively advocating on
the system's behalf. Typically, these people should be treated like superstars in your
enterprise social network. You, and your senior stakeholders, should be calling out their hard
work and innovation to everyone in the system. Their work should be highlighted as an
example to everyone as what can be done. A good group to go after as Champions is the
Personal Assistants of the Senior Management team.
Because the Champions are self-selecting and self-starting they generally don't require
the kind of boot- strap training or familiarization we did with the Early Adopters. Instead you
should seek to establish a Champions community, accessible to the Champions, the Early
Adopters and the senior stakeholders where you and your team share the power tips you
use which they can get access to.
What do I mean by power tips, though? I'm talking about advanced topics like wiki page
formatting, videos of client reference testimonials, scholarly articles on the use of social
media technology to drive engagement, anything that will allow you to give the people who
truly believe in your change as much power as possible to help sustain you through the early
majority phase up to critical mass.
In previous projects I have scheduled a once-a-month call or meeting with the
Champions and Senior Stakeholders. This is a deliberate exercise to expose the champions
to their senior management - to high- light their efforts to their executives and also to learn
from each other.
Often this kind of networking session acts as the basis of the reverse mentoring
approach I have described and helps do pair-matching between champions and execs.

Senior Stakeholders
The senior stakeholders, as we described in the earlier section on Leadership
Commitment, represent the reason why many people will take up the use of the system.
Despite the efforts of your Early Adopters and Champions, without the vocal and visible
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support of the senior stakeholders the late majority, which can represent as much as 34%
of your user population.
In my experience, going to the senior stakeholders and providing one-to-one support,
advice and encouragement is by far the most beneficial and effective way of securing their
engagement. Reverse mentoring, 15-minute workshops at the end of already-scheduled
meetings and briefing their personal assistants are also good approaches.
You should not expect to turn your senior stakeholders in to power users. Instead they
should be able to do status updates, perhaps blog entries, comment on things they see, like,
recommend and generally participate. Where the senior stakeholder wants to make more
use of the tool and they have an assistant or secretary, then you should focus your efforts
on ensuring that the assistant is in your champions or early adopters programs.
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Overall Iteration Planning
We will examine the detail of the iteration cycle for social business adoption in a later
chapter, but before doing so you need to know how many iterations you are going to deliver
and to prepare an overall project plan for the delivery. This should be simple enough to
prepare but will inevitably spark debate about who is getting what and when.
Earlier, in our Vision Setting chapter, we discussed the difference between Management
Imperatives and Grassroots Initiatives. We discussed prioritizing these and went into some
depth over the common use cases, which many organizations focus their efforts on when
building an enterprise social network.

Figure 78 Use Cases - both Management and Grassroots

Now it is time to prioritize these and build a plan for to implement them as social
processes or initiatives:
An overall iteration plan gives you a picture of what functionality will be deployed to the
different groups in your organization:
Earlier you defined the Use Cases that would be a priority, taking into account the
Management Imperatives and Grassroots Initiatives balance. An overall plan might look
something like this.
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Group

Use Case

Group

UC1

UC2

Meeting
Management

Project
Management

UC3

UC4

Customer Service

New Recruits

Knowledge

Reach-Out

Capture
Core Team

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Leadership

Iteration 3

Iteration 4

Early Adopters 1

Iteration 5

Iteration 6

Early Adopters 2

Iteration 7

Champions 1

Iteration 9

Iteration 10

Champions 2

Iteration 12

Iteration 13

Champions 3

Iteration 15

Iteration 16

Champions 4

Iteration 17

Iteration 18

Iteration 8
Iteration 11
Iteration 14

Iteration 19

Workgroup 1

Iteration 21

Workgroup 2

Iteration 22

Workgroup 3+

Iteration Description

Iteration 20

Iteration 23
Audience

Use Cases

Start

End

1

Core Team
Project
Management
Team

Core Team
Executive
Sponsor

Project
Management
Meeting
Management
Project News

1st Feb.

1st
March

2

Executive
Enablement

Executive Team

Meeting
Management
Budget Tracking
Working Out Load

1st
March

25th
March
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3

Project
Management
Team

Project
Managers
(Building A)

Meeting
Management
Project
Management
Knowledge
Creation
Expertise Location

1st April

2nd June

4

Customer
Service

Customer
Service
Representatives

Finding Expertise
Knowledge
Location
Improved

2nd June 8th
August

Customer
Relationship
Management
…

And so on…

It is important to do detailed planning in the early stages of your planning, and in
particular with the first few iterations. Doing so will help you get a better handle on the work
involved, the resources required, the interconnections between the people and a feel for the
kind of engagement materials you will need.
In the next example we expand our first few iterations from the above plan to include
more detail (the stages of the iteration come from our iterative adoption methodology, as
described in Chapter Eight – Step 5: Adopt Iteratively starting on page 162:

Iteration 1

Leader

Start

Est.

Steps

Actions Arising from Plan

1.! Meet with the
target users
2.! Explain what,
why, how and
when
3.! Listen to and
handle
objections

1.! Prepare presentation for target
users to explain what will
happen and what the overall
approach is.

Dura
tion
Communicate

Jane

25th

Doe

Jan

4d
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Iteration 1

Leader

Start

Est.

Steps

Actions Arising from Plan

Dura
tion

Integrate

1st Feb

7d

Customize

8th Feb

1d

Governance

9th Feb

1d

Engage

10th

3d

Feb

Mentor

14th
Feb

2d

4.! Describe your
overall approach.
1.! Community
Management
2.! Project
Management
3.! Knowledge
Collection
4.! Team Liaison
5.! Public
Communication

1.! Create
customized
community
2.! Document
process for
project
management
1.! Agree the
tagging
taxonomy
2.! Define
moderation
process for
blogs.
1.! Announce
iteration plan
start via status
messages
2.! Document the
iteration plan in
the Core Team
Blog
1.! Provide 1-1
training for Jane
Doe
2.! Lunch and
Learn for Jane’s
team.

1.! Prepare material on how to
conduct Community
Management and explain to
elected community manager.
2.! Document how current Project
Management techniques will be
integrated into the Community.
3.! Show how, in a presentation,
knowledge collection work and
how users can benefit from it.
4.! Demonstrate how Team
Liaison can be achieved using
the tool.
5.! Demonstrate how the project
blog can be used to keep non
project members up to speed
on the project.
Actions as per steps.

1.! Document the tagging
taxonomy in a wiki page in the
community.
2.! Document the moderation
process in the wiki.

1.! Use status updates and wiki
pages as per the Steps.

1.! Design an early adopter
presentation and work through it
with Jane Doe. Note any
changes that need to be made
to make it more effective for the
next Early Adopter.
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Iteration 1

Leader

Start

Est.

Steps

Actions Arising from Plan

Dura
tion
2.! Prepare and deliver a team
presentation based on the Early
Adopter presentation for Jane
and incorporate Jane’s
feedback for her team.
Measure

16th
Feb

Review &

17th

Revise

Feb

1d

1.! Project
Management
Start Up Time –
difference in
2.! Volume of files
share –
compared to
email exchange
3.! Reduction in file
attachments in
email
1.! Conduct a
review with the
target team and
your team.

4.! Record the differences in the
metrics one month after the
team start using the system.
5.! Report these to the team and
post as a blog update on your
team blog.

1.! Record what worked, change
what did not for the next
iteration.

What I hope you can see here, from the plan above and a greatly simplified Gantt-style
chart below is that once the iterations are planned, executing the plan is very much like
running any other project. One inherent advantage of taking an iterative approach, however,
and following the methodology I describe in this document, is that it becomes
straightforward to derive the necessary sub-plans that your organization might need.
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Figure 79 Gantt-chart representation of iteration plan

Many organizations need technical implementation plans, communications plan, training
plans, etc. It can be very difficult to synchronize the different plans with your project plan.
However, structuring your overall project this way makes it easy, for example, to derive the
communications plan for the whole project by simply focusing on the Communicate area of
the adoption methodology step shown.
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Chapter Seven – Step 4:
Employee Engagement
Developing a comprehensive employee engagement program is essential to drive
awareness, confidence and energy about the enterprise social network. Many organizations
have some sort of communications function, whether it is marketing, human resources, or a
specialized corporate communications department. In any of these cases, what lifts your
project from being an interesting point project into something, which will genuinely help
people, is communication. You might well be transforming how a small part of your
organization works by implementing social collaboration but without employee
engagement, either on a small or large scale; your success will be limited.
Furthermore, without a plan to engage the employees, there is a chance that they will
not take it seriously. As we have said elsewhere in this book, establishing leadership
commitment and a common vision is essential. You need to be able to broadcast that
commitment, vision, and you do this through an employee engagement campaign.
Traditionally projects such as this have been the preserve of the IT department. This has
naturally limited their uptake and appeal. Most projects such as this, because they are driven
by IT, do not place a great deal of credence on the need for treating the engagement of its
users as a campaign. If the project were a company, its customers would be its users. We
all know that engaging customers is essential to secure sales, so why would it be otherwise
for IBM Connections?
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Engaging through Communication
Good engagement requires good planning. Planning your communications with users
is vital. Consistency and clarity are essential elements to be considered when designing the
messaging and communication that the whole organization will use when rolling out the
enterprise social network. In the diagram below I show a fictional communications plan to
highlight the need for a campaign which runs in concert with the iterative adoption efforts
going on.
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Figure 80 Example Communications Plan

What, though, are the elements of a good communications plan?
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Determine!the!goal

Evaluate!the!plan!
and!make!
corrections!from!
feedback

Identify!and!profile!
the!audience

Develop!your!
messages

Implement!the!plan

Choose!the!
activities!you!will!
undertake

Select!the!
commmunications!
channels

Figure 81 the elements of a communications plan

1.!
2.!
3.!
4.!
5.!
6.!
7.!

Determine the goal
Identify and profile the audience
Develop your messages
Select the communications channels you will use
Choose the activities you will undertake and the materials you will use
Implement the engagement plan
Evaluate the plan and make corrections from feedback

Determine the Goal
To initiate successful and effective employee engagement you should review the initial
vision and objectives for the enterprise social network. Examine also, what your organization
stands for, including its mission, values, goals and beliefs. Look closely at the overall
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purpose for the organization and put the enterprise social network in the context of that
purpose.
Looking back at the evaluation of the issues, we examined when setting the vision, if you
ranked and prioritized the issues, then this should be easy to consider, otherwise, look at:
•! What issues are most important to the organization right now?
•! Whom is affected by these issues?
•! Who makes the decisions about addressing these issues?
•! What would a measurable outcome and benefit be by addressing these issues?

Identify and Profile the Audience
When preparing an engagement plan you should consider the iterations, the project will
go through. Your engagement plan should be staged and synchronized with the iteration
plan so that it is targeting the right audience and their expectations, situation, and so on. It's
also important, however, to have an overall engagement plan (which covers all of those who
will be affected, regardless of where they appear in your plan). This should be the first salvo
in your engagement - set the scene, set out the expectations and broad plan. You then hone
the engagement to the specific audiences based in the iterations.
Consider who the primary audience for each iteration in the engagement plan will be the directly affected users. Define them, describe them, and if possible list them. Consider
also, however, the secondary audience for the engagement. If your primary audience will be
changing the way in which they work, what effect will that have on the secondary audience?
What changes will they observe? What can they expect?
Seek to produce an “Audience segmentation profile” which examines the following:
1.! Describe what you know about this audience’s knowledge, attitudes and

behaviors, as they would relate to the project.
2.! What are the barriers to this audience fully supporting or participating in using and
benefitting from IBM Connections? What are the benefits if they embrace it?
3.! What are the characteristics of this audience? How do they spend their time?
What gender mix are they? How are they educated? Are there language
considerations? What or who are they influenced by? What makes new
information credible for them? What or who could motivate change or action?
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Understanding your audience is vital when we discuss Iterative Adoption starting on
page 162.

Without recognizing the segmentation of the audience you risk completing

the iteration cycle with messages that don’t work well for the people you are working
with. Let’s have a look at some examples:

Audience

Description

Barriers

Characteristics

Your project team

A group of individuals

They need strong

This is likely to be a

who are enthusiastic

direction and

mixed group of

and knowledgeable

guidance at the

individuals, perhaps

about the

beginning to foster

drawn from different

implementation of

their enthusiasm.

parts of the

Connections. They

Once going you

organization. They

recognize the

should adopt a

will usually be younger

benefits to be gained

leadership position in

members of staff who

and are keen to show

order to get the most

completely

others how it can be

from them.

understand social

used.

networking concepts.
They are influenced
by the culture of the
organization but are
well connected to
their friends in other
organizations who
may have different
approaches and
cultures.

Senior

A group whose

They have little time

These people are the

Management

primary function is to

to absorb new

celebrities in your

lead and manage the

concepts. Getting

organization and

organization. They

time with them will be

getting their visible

may have personal

difficult. Discussions

and vocal support is

assistants who do

and material should

critical to success. Do

most of the

be focused around

not expect to get

organizing of their

their priorities to get

them all in a room to

time and issue most

their commitment.

brief them. Instead,

Relevant case

“divide and conquer”

studies and articles

where spending 1-1
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Audience

Description

Barriers

Characteristics

of their

from publications

time with them will be

communications.

they respect

more productive.

They perhaps spend
most of their time in

supporting your case
help a lot.

meetings.

They probably do not
inhabit the same
world as you from a
business point of
view. Recognize that
you must tune your
materials to suit their
schedules and
attention span.

Personal

The Personal

The PA’s will evaluate

The Personal

Assistants

Assistants are usually

your requests for

Assistant’s focus is

the gatekeepers to

access and

primarily tactical.

the Senior Managers.

participation based

They are not normally

They are usually

on their

concerned with

long-standing

understanding of the

strategic discussions;

members of staff who

willingness of their

instead being focused

know how the

senior manager to

on making sure their

organization works

participate.

senior manager is

and how to get things
done.

They are usually very
busy and again need
to have the
messaging and
engagement very
much focused on
“what’s in it for me”.

effective and
productive.
Grassroots initiatives
are therefore of
primary focus for Pas
– show how you can
make them more
efficient and
productive.

Early Adopters

The Early Adopters

The Early Adopters

The Early Adopters

are people who are

for your project will

are the kind of people

enthusiastic enough

probably be self-

who have open minds

to try out something

selecting or be

to new ideas or who

new and give you

obvious to you. They

see the arrival of IBM

feedback on it. They

are the people

Connections as a way

will themselves try to

outside your core

of getting them out of

use what you give

team that you can

using some other
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Audience

Description

Barriers

Characteristics

them to help

rely upon to advocate

system they were

themselves.

for you.

always against.

The biggest barrier to

I have found that the

success with the

more you can make

Early Adopters is that

friends of Early

their initial

Adopters the more

enthusiasm is blunted

chance of them living

by lack of attention

with the

by your team. These

inconveniences and

people want you to

delays that inevitably

be a success and you

affect the early days

should pay attention

of a project. They are

to them even though

also the group of

you might be busy

people you can turn to

with other groups.

when you need to
scale out the solution
beyond your core
team’s capacity.

Early Majority of

This is the majority of

Convincing a junior

When planning

users

people who will use

member of the

engagement, consider

the system. It is a

management to allow

breaking your plans

wide group of

you to help their

down to focus on

capabilities, age

users may at times

specific job roles or

groups and opinions.

be difficult.

departments and

They live in a world
where they get
strategic directives
from senior
management and
have the job of
converting these into
tactics with the staff.
Think about how

address the
grassroots initiatives
to help them improve.
Find easy use cases
that tackle inherent
problems they work
with and then
publicize these in the
organization.

some of the key
Management
Imperatives apply to
the manager or the
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Audience

Description

Barriers

Characteristics

department and how
to convert these into
actions they can
support.

Develop your Messages
Your messages are closely tied to your goal and objectives. They deliver the important
feedback about what and why the project is in existence and compels the audience to think
and act as necessary. Your messages should:
.!

Show the importance, urgency, or magnitude of the issue.

.!

Explain who is sending this communication - is it from the CEO or the project
manager? This will have a significant effect on the credence the audience will give
the message.

.!

Be tied to specific audience values, beliefs, or interests.

.!

Uses language appropriate to that audience - do not be condescending but equally
many do not appreciate lofty rhetoric.

.!

Reflect an understanding of what would motivate the audience to think, feel or act.

.!

Be culturally relevant and sensitive.

.!

Be memorable.

.!

Be of an appropriate length to the audience - if your audience will mainly read your
messages on a mobile device use short sentences and paragraphs and reduce the
length to avoid scrolling. If they will view it on a computer screen, then consider more
graphics and a sophisticated layout. If the message is for a poster for the kitchen
wall, make it highly visually appealing.

The messages you develop by using the following key points can be used in many ways.
Firstly, they are a set of statements that you and your team agree upon as conveying the
key information for the project. They will not include all the detail and supporting information
and data that you may use in later communications. Consider developing talking-points that
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you might use in presentations, posters, fact-sheets, articles for the company magazine,
etc.
Both the channel and the purpose of developing communications for an engagement
plan affect the message design. Information may be designed to convey new facts, alter
attitudes, change behavior, or en- courage participation in the social network. Some of these
purposes overlap and often they are progressive (one builds on the next). For engagement
to work the users must:
.!

Receive the information in a form they can assimilate

.!

Understand the message

.!

Believe what is contained in the message

.!

Agree with the engagement message

.!

Act upon the engagement along the lines you request.

You must develop your engagement communications with these steps in mind. Consider
also:
•! Clarity - engagement messages must clearly convent the information to ensure
that the end users under- stand what is being said and to minimize the
opportunity for misunderstanding or inappropriate action. Clear messages
contain as few technical terms as possible. They eliminate information that the
user does not need at that point in order to go through the process described
above.
•! Consistency - seek to be consistent about the ordering of terms, the
capitalization of words (such as product names), referring to processes or people
in the same way and avoid acronyms unless you have already defined them or
they are already well known in the organization.
•! Summarize and highlight - In electronic communications, such as emails or blog
posts, clearly state at the beginning whether the reader is required to take action
or not. Where there is more than, I would say, four or five paragraphs of
information to be conveyed, then summarize these paragraphs right at the
beginning in bullet-point form. People will not read everything you send them in
depth. If they can scan down a list of no more than seven items, then your
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chances of getting your message across are higher. Do not bury important
actions in the detail.
•! Tone and appeal - the engagement communications should be reassuring,
alarming, challenging or straightforward, depending on the desired impact and
the target audience. Try not to mix these tones in the same communication.
•! Credibility - make it clear who is making the communication and their authority to
do so.
When preparing your communications consider these points for each one:
•! What are the barriers and benefits to your audience thinking, feeling or acting on
the message you are conveying?
•! What change in attitude do you want to motivate in your audience because of this
communication?
•! What change in behavior do you want to achieve?
•! Based on what you know about your audience and what it needs to hear or read
in order to think, feel or act the way you want, what are the three most compelling
messages you need to use to motivate the audience?

Channels
The channels you use to engage and motivate your users should be broad and
extensive. Many organizations do not have the resources or budget to get t-shirts printed
and large posters produced. That is fine but simple and straightforward is better.
Authenticity of communication always wins over a flashy design or high production.
If you have reception area where your staff walk through, consider using posters or some
sort of automated presentation with simple messaging and a few words to warm up your
staff to the concept of what you will be delivering.
In gathering areas, such as restrooms, kitchens, staff lounges, etc., consider similar
branding and messaging but expand upon the detail a little. If you manage the desktop
interface users work with then consider a custom graphic that could be deployed which you
might change in the weeks running up to or during the deployment.
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Seed meetings with leaflets on meeting tables that talk about the forthcoming
deployment.
Ask managers to add some news to their staff briefings with your key messages.
Consider having open sessions where you can give brief presentations on the plan, the
concepts etc.
I have also seen menu cards placed on tables in the staff restaurant and even
customized free cupcakes to draw attention to your plans.

Implement the Plan
Use the following steps to determine the time, budget and planning needs for your
engagement activities:
1.! List all the activities
2.! Under each activity, outline the steps, in order, that will lead to its completion.
3.! Assign a budget of time and money where necessary to each step.
4.! Assign staffing needs to each step.
5.! Working backwards from the iteration end-date, assign a date for each step.

Training
Most people who use Facebook, LinkedIn, Amazon, eBay or the myriad of other online
systems we all access these days have never received any training on using them. To a
greater or lesser degree, they just get on and use them. Sure they might not use or even
know about every aspect of the functionality (does anyone understand Facebook privacy?)
but for the most part these systems are accessible and their core functions are simple and
intuitive enough to be able to use without any special skills.
What is different with an enterprise social network is not the complexity of the system
but rather the need for the use of the system. With Facebook, we have a desire to keep in
touch with our friends, family, favorite band, etc. With LinkedIn, we might want to establish
connections with work colleagues or look for a new job. The "what's in it for me" argument
is quite clear and people are motivated to use these systems to get to the prize. In an
enterprise context, it is still often the case that people need to be coached and motivated
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to do something other than what they have been doing all along. They might accept that the
organization’s own internal systems are not as good as they could be, but the "what's in it
for me" argument does not really apply as, from many employee's standpoints, there is
nothing in it for them other than, perhaps more work. If they get more work done, will they
be paid more? Probably not, so, well, they are not interested.
That is why, in a business setting, some training on using an enterprise social network is
important. The focus should vary depending on who it is that is being trained. I assume that
your Core Team are motivated to want to be successful with the system and consequently
the focus is not on "why" but "how". For the early/late majority of users you have to start at
the other end of the spectrum, with the "why" before getting into the "how":

Figure 82 Training transition spectrum

More on Your Team
Your team is presumably the first group of users who really get what is going on. They
understand the mission, the purpose and the approach that needs to be taken to make
deploying an enterprise social network a success. If not, you need to start at the beginning
and explain the vision and approach. Assuming they are, your approach to training your core
team revolves around how to use the tool to get stuff done. Not why, but how.
You should agree amongst yourselves how you will organize yourselves using the tool.
If you like, you should perform "Iteration 0" on yourselves, to integrate your work with the
system, customize it to suit yourselves, set the rules, and so on. I would hope and anticipate
that your need for engagement, mentoring and so on will be minimal, but there is no harm in
going through an initial iteration yourselves, besides it means you will be more familiar with
the iteration process when you first unleash it on your users.
Typically, you should get your team together and start the iteration, with you leading a
demonstration session on how they will use the tool. Next, ask them to do some homework
to let them practice. If they are struggling, then help. Remember your confidence will pass
on to them. You need them to have the confidence you have so that they can transfer it to
your users.
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More on your Senior Management Group
Training executives is a delicate process. Usually they are very short on time, sure of
themselves, uncomfortable being uncomfortable, if you know what I mean, and impatient to
get results. You should have a clear agenda and make sure that the purpose of the training
session is clear in advance. You should articulate the session to the executive and their PA
if they have one. Explain what they will be able to do by the end of the session and what you
would hope they would do afterwards.
Thirty minutes is about the maximum I would recommend you scheduling training
sessions for with your executives. The reality is that they will probably start late and be
interrupted, so plan for about twenty minutes of material. Keep it simple and focused on the
tasks you would want them to do, such as catch up on what people are saying,
communicating themselves and commenting on other content. There is no point in trying to
do a "grand tour" of the product, nor explain the intricacies of many aspects of it out of an
interest in the mechanics. Go for the facts, the processes, the techniques they will need, and
no more.
Almost more important than the executive training is training the executive's secretary
or PA. If you can get them up to speed, and in fact a little further on than the executive then
you will have a ready-made support partner who can take away the frustration the executive
might experience when they come to use the system. Again the PA is very busy and will
have limited time, but at least show them what you have shown the executive and back up
what you have demonstrated with support and practical suggestions. Keep in touch with
the PAs. They will be the way your leadership team can easily remain committed to this.

More on Early Adopters
The Early Adopter group is a collection of people who are prepared to put up with a level
of discomfort and reworking in reward for being in the vanguard of the staff who get to use
the new tools. That is not to say that you should treat them as guinea pigs for your testing
of the system. They are enthusiastic and keen to learn, so lead them with demonstrations,
examples and motivation. Set homework and challenges and try to build a team spirit
amongst them.
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In the past, I have set up a schedule of training sessions at lunchtimes where at each
session we look at different aspects of the system and apply it to work areas the early
adopters are involved in. Combining sessions with food, so called lunch-and-learns, is a
good way of building team spirit and minimizing the impact on people's days. Often a oncea-week session for eight weeks is adequate to get round the whole system in enough detail
to allow the early adopters to have tried and played with the system. Remember you want
them to find ways that they can use their newfound skills in their everyday work. You want
them to gain in confidence to start bringing other members of staff in. You want them to take
on the job of explaining how the system works to these new individuals so that you can scale
the system out to your whole organization.
Having a regularly scheduled session means that they can also bring their questions to
a place where they know it can be solved. I encourage the use of an ideation blog and a
forum to capture the early adopters' questions and feedback between sessions. Before the
next session, I make sure to have gone through any new items and answer them. At the
face-to-face session, we review the answer and ensure that the problem is solved. By
working this way, you build up a knowledgebase of experience, both explicit (in the forum)
and tacit (in their heads) which can be reused repeatedly. The early adopters will use that
knowledge to help the others they are working with and build the confidence of using IBM
Connections.

More on the Early Majority
The rate at which you train the majority of users depends largely on what you plan to do
with the actual deployment of the system. Training should be formal for the majority, e.g. a
half-day session, but should be tailored and focused on the work that people do. Have
"advanced" sessions where people can learn about areas of the system that are not related
to their work, for example, blogging if they would normally work in activities to progress
projects, and so on.
Remember we are all about business benefit and value. Expecting users to become
socialites in the organization is not what we are doing. We want the tools to support the
work people do and to help them uncover new information to help them do their work better.
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Your training efforts, therefore, for the majority of users should be done on an iterative
basis, just like the adoption work itself. Looking back at the iterative adoption cycle, the main
gist of the approach applies:
.!

INTEGRATE - make the training focused on the work that this particular work group
is focused on.

.!

CUSTOMISE - adapt the training materials, whether online or physical, to use the
language and approach suitable to that group. Remove material, which is
superfluous to their needs.

.!

GROUND RULES - explain that you will want them to do homework, to participate
and to feedback.

.!

ENGAGE AND MOTIVATE - encourage people to come. Follow up with those that
drop out. Find out why they do not attend.

.!

TRAIN AND MENTOR - that is what the training is all about.

.!

MEASURE AND REVIEW - use surveys, benchmarking, votes, whatever is
appropriate to get a handle on how far the group has travelled in its understanding of
using the tool in their work.
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Best Practices for Managing Communities
The best advice I can give for managing communities is to start small and to build
steadily. In my experience, looking at community management is a bit like the overall
adoption project. You need a vision, leadership commitment, planning, engagement and,
as I have just described, an iterative approach to the implementation.
Be clear, therefore what the vision for the community is. Does the community exist
somewhere else on a different subject or in a different region? Users do get “community
exhaustion” where it has yet another place to check in on, another container for information.
So if there is a logical place already in existence, why not consider contributing to it rather
than making something completely new. This is particularly the case if you are creating
regional or departmental communities.
For example, let us say you need to create some common area for the North East IT
department. You know that there is currently a Global IT community set up by your
colleagues in Europe. Do you create a new, completely independent community for yourself
or work with the Global people to create a sub-community or just start adding more content
to the Global community? Every organization is different and there will be many reasons on
each side of the argument for each option. If, at least, you stop and consider the best place
to put your content and drive engagement, then you will have taken a positive step forward.
One of the smartest recruitment moves you can make in your project is to identify
Community Managers for the core areas you are developing. These normally motivated
individuals have a particular interest in seeing a solution emerge to make the job easier or
better.
Good community managers will likely be obvious. When you are deploying your social
business project, you may have a group of early adopters. Amongst them you will find
particularly enthusiastic, switched- on individuals. I would recommend approaching them to
act as your early community managers.
There might be a collective gulp amongst people who realize they might be called upon
to participate in this way. So, to help explore the work involved we interviewed Joyce Davis,
who managed many of the IBM Communities, to get her insights.
Joyce was the Community Manager for the very successful IBM Collaboration Solutions
Community, which is the place to go to interact with the wider community of IBM Social
Business Subject Matter Experts, customers and IBMers alike. Joyce has first-hand
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experience of managing a large, diverse community and engaging with that community to
get debate, interaction and above all a sense of community going amongst people who may
never have met each other, but share a common interest.
I interviewed her about her best approaches to be being a good community manager:

Question

Joyce’s Response

When starting a new
community on behalf of a
group of users, what tips
could you share about
getting the users to start
to work together?

When working with online communities, I recommend making
it easy for people to get started. Post a “Get to know your
fellow community members!” topic in a forum to generate
some engagement. Come up with a list of 4 to 6 questions
that are easy (and dare I say FUN!) to answer, and that
encourage people to share a little about themselves. Here are
some ideas: 1) What is your name and title? 2) What do you
love about your job? 3) Where do you live? 4) What is the last
book you read? 5) Share a favorite hobby. Then include a
question or two that brings attention to a topic relevant to the
community. For example, if you have a community focused
on mobile technology, consider a question like “What mobile
device could you not live without and why?” The responses
you will receive are great, but what is exciting is the
discussion that is generated BETWEEN the community
members through comments and replies. The conversations
are a great way to build connections between community
members.

When you have
community members
who are obviously more
enthusiastic or
knowledgeable than
others in the community,
is there anything special

It is great to give “shining stars” in the community a way to
spread their enthusiasm and expertise to help grow and
nurture the community. Putting them in leadership and
mentoring roles is one way to do that — having them lead
sub-communities in a particular area of interest, or partnering
them with new community members to help get them
engaged. Encouraging these community advocates to share
ideas with each other can be valuable too. I recently spoke to
a team of community advocates who work for one IBM’s
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you do to harness that
energy?

enterprise customers. They meet bi-weekly to discuss ways
they can drive community participation and share best
practices. These meetings allow them to sharpen their
leadership skills, as well as share ideas on how to address
community challenges. Finally, outstanding community
members need to be recognized and rewarded. The IBM
Champion pro- gram is an example of how IBM recognizes
customers and partners who excel in community
participation and leadership. Raising the visibility of these
outstanding members helps them reach more people and
supports their evangelization efforts.

Are there any metrics or
ratios you look at when
the community is
established to get a
handle on its health? Any
warning signs that
suggest you might
intervene.

The three key metrics for measuring community health are
people, participation, and content. However, numbers can
be tricky and you want to make sure you align your
measurements with your community goals. Be careful not to
equate community health to exponential growth in
membership. Just because a community is growing in
numbers does not mean its providing value to its members.
What is even more important is engagement. Are members
contributing content? Are entries being read and responded
to? Are people downloading files? Are conversations taking
place? It is not un- common for community participation to
be dominated by a small percent- age of active users, with
the rest of the community “lurking” or just consuming the
content. Nevertheless, you may want to keep an eye on the
number of unique contributors in order to ensure that as
your membership grows, so does community engagement.

What do you do at the
formation of a
community to set the
ground rules for people

Defining a community charter is one of the most important
things you can do when setting up a community. Not only
does it help you clarify the vision and purpose, but also it
provides an opportunity to define roles, responsibilities, and
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to follow? Do you have a
standard way of setting
up a community?

resources required launch the community successfully.
Although every community is different, my preference for
setting ground rules is to highlight what type of participation
and content is encouraged vs. listing what members should
not do. A good way to do this is to have an introduction or
landing page that describes the scope and purpose of the
community, and provides examples of how community
members can participate. You may choose to have a
statement or two about etiquette (e.g. prohibiting offensive
language, etc.).

If there were one piece of
advice you would give to
current or prospective
Community Managers
reading this, what would
it be?

Always put the needs of community members first. Be sure
to interact and listen to members to make sure that the
community is providing value to them, and adjust the
community charter and plans as necessary. In addition, be
patient. Building a healthy community takes time. Even with
the most committed leaders, communities can take from 1218 months mature enough to the point of regular contributions
and interaction, without the community manager having to
bribe members to participate.

In summary, my key characteristics for a Community Manager are:
.!

Take the right tone - friendly, curious, to-the-point, informal, but professional.

.!

Remember everything is a conversation - be interactive, find ways to involve those
who you think would be interested ask questions, seek feedback.

.!

Mind your character count - Try to keep it short and concise, use commonly
accepted shortcuts, user abbreviations and acronyms, but define them first.

.!

Make it your own - do not repeat what others have said all the time. Add your own
commentary; explain why something is important to you.
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Chapter Eight – Step 5:
Adopt Iteratively
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What is Iteration?
"Iteration" is a word, which you might not come across outside of software development
circles. It encapsulates a key approach around which we are all familiar: Improving what you
do based on feedback so that each cycle gets better and better. To quote Wikipedia:
Iterations$ in$ a$ project$ context$ may$ refer$ to$ the$ technique$ of$ developing$ and$ delivering$
incremental$ components$ of$ business$ functionality,$ product$ development$ or$ process$ design...A$
single$iteration$results$in$one$or$more$biteGsized$but$complete$packages$of$project$work$that$can$
perform$some$tangible$business$function.$Multiple$iterations$repeat$to$create$a$fully$integrated$
product.$
—Wikipedia5
Iterative adoption is a new approach to rolling out a social business project. It comes
originally from agile software development techniques where the concept of repeating a
complete cycle of scoping, design, implementation and training is repeated and tweaked
with each phase of the project. Being strictly correct, iterative adoption encourages
progressive refinement of the functionality being implemented in the software project.
The stages within an iteration you should address are shown in the diagram below.
These stages have been defined through extensive project use and revision over the past
ten years.
The stages are:
1.!
2.!
3.!
4.!
5.!
6.!
7.!

5

Communicate
Integrate
Customize
Governance
Engagement
Mentoring
Measurement

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iteration
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Measure

Communicate

Mentor

Integrate

Engagement

Customize

Governance

Figure 83 The Iterative Adoption cycle.

Before we start examining each of these areas in depth, I want to spend a small amount
of time on the proportions of time you spend in different areas. Remember, however, that
these are
• not prescriptive;
• averages of my projects;
• something you would expect to vary as your project and iterations go on.

Figure 84 Approximate proportions of time you spend on different parts of the Iterative Adoption cycle.
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With these health warnings in place, let’s look at these areas in overview first:
1.! Communicate – you must start your iteration by communicating with the people
you will be working with. Wherever possible do this in person and budget at least
one third of your time to include space for questions and answers. Be prepared
to explain the whole process you are going to be following. In my experience,
your colleagues will be supportive if they understand what your approach is and
how it affects them. In the early iterations, that understanding translates into
patience while you tweak your approach.
2.! Integrate - this part is probably the closest to business process re-engineering,
as a social business project will be. In my experience this phase can be stalled
quite quickly because the users themselves cannot agree on the definition of the
work they will do that social will be integrated into. This of course uncovers some
interesting business problems itself. You should expect that your very first project
with the first eight users might well use more than the eighteen percent of the time
I have suggested here. Nevertheless, expect to spend some time documenting
what they currently do and how it is going to work in your social collaboration
solution.
3.! Customize - The terminology, user interface, color scheme and in fact any
aspect of the system which can be customized to better reflect the working life
of the user’s needs to be addressed. By making their new "house" feel like "home"
your users will take to doing their work and realizing your vision more easily. Do
not undervalue this part of the project. While it gets less emphasis than other parts
of the adoption project it is still worthy of focus as customizing the environment
significantly lowers the barriers to acceptance your users need to jump over.
4.! Governance - Setting the ground rules and plans for moderation, quoting other
people, speculation, discussing money, offers, invoices, etc., all need to be
decided upon and set out in clear language that your users can easily absorb and
understand. It is better to get this sorted out early-on than have to deal with it if
something happens. This part appears in each iteration because the rules about
what can and cannot be said, where things should go and what the escalation
procedures are might vary depending on the user audience you are working with
at the time.
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5.! Engagement - This is possibly the most important aspect of the social
collaboration project. During your communication work, you need to evangelize,
publicize, and generally energize the whole project and the people who will use it.
Without your enthusiasm, and that of your team and executive sponsors you
should not expect to measure tangible benefit.
6.! Mentoring - Hard on the heels of a successful communications campaign comes
mentoring. This needs to be done to keep confidence high in the ability of your
solution to deliver the promises you have been making. Your organization of
resources through your project team, executive sponsors, champions and early
adopters are very important here.
7.! Measurement - When you are planning your adoption, you need to decide on
what success will look like and in the Measurement phase seek to demonstrate
how you are doing in the process. For example, you might decide that you want
to shorten the length of meetings. Set a metric, like "save fifteen minutes from a
sixty minute meeting every day", and describe how you will measure it, e.g.
someone records the start and end times and posts it to your message wall. You
compile those statistics and present them to your executive sponsor.
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Step 1 – Communicate
Communication is the most important aspect of a successful iteration. If you don’t
involve people and explain to them what you will be doing you will not be successful with
getting them to adopt it.
When you are planning your iterations I recommend you take into account the
communications plan you will follow during the iteration. Communications should start
before you commence the iteration and should include regular updates throughout. At the
end, tell them how it went and as for feedback. In other words:

Tell them what they’re getting, tell them as they get it, and
then tell them what they got.
I regularly advocate a communications plan of the following format as a place to start. I
borrowed this one from a communications plan I developed for the rollout of IBM Verse with
a customer:
Week

T-2

T-1

Iteration Steps
Get list of PoC
Users
Get org chart of
PoC Users
Arrange users
into groups
Communicate
need for photos
of users
Create PoC
Management
Community
Get photos of
users
Create user
accounts &
upload photos
Create
Connections

Communications

Enablement

Circulate IBM Verse
Adoption
Handbook to key
project members

IBM Verse is
Coming email

Enablement
Interviews for
Groups
LoB focus on Verse
use
Documentation of
customized

Meetings
Pre-Start Meeting
Definition of
success
Measures of
success to be used.
Steps to be taken
after successful
PoC.

Pre-start
checkpoint call everything in place?
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Cloud
Community for
PoC
Add users to
Community

T Week
0

approach for
different groups.
Circulate IBM
Verse Adoption
Whitepaper
Final.pdf|View
Details to key
stakeholders
Welcome to IBM
Verse email
User name and
password
information
Mobile user
information

Week 1

Tip of the Week #1
- Quick Overview

Week 2

Tip of the Week #2
- Important To Me
bar

Week 3

Tip of the Week #3
- Waiting For

Week 4

Tip of the Week #4
- Needs Action

Week 5

Tip of the Week #5
- Calendar Bar

Week 6

Tip of the Week #6
- Start a Chat

Week 7

Tip of the Week #7
- Working with Files
Extra Tips:

Bootcamp sessions
(1 hour) for each
Group
1 hour drop-in
webinar Tuesday
1 hour drop-in
webinar Thursday
1 hour drop-in
webinar Tuesday
1 hour drop-in
webinar Thursday
Group-focus
webinars (specific
to each group) focus on their
issues, approach
and LoB
1 hour drop-in
webinar Tuesday
1 hour drop-in
webinar Thursday
1 hour drop-in
webinar Tuesday
1 hour drop-in
webinar Thursday
1 hour drop-in
webinar Tuesday
1 hour drop-in
webinar Thursday
1 hour drop-in
webinar Tuesday
1 hour drop-in

Kick-Off Meeting

Progress Review
Call
Progress Review
Call

Progress Review
Call

Progress Review
Call
Progress Review
Call
Progress Review
Call
Progress Review
Call
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Week 8

Tip of the Week #8
webinar Thursday
- Drafts & Sent Mail
Tip of the Week #9
- Folders
Tip of the Week #10
- Search
Tip of the Week #11
- Convert Email to
Meeting
Tip of the Week #12
- Business Cards
1 hour open-house
webinar Tuesday
Thank you for your
for discussion of
participation - link
comments and
to feedback survey.
feedback about
Verse.

Progress Review
Call
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Step 2 – Integrate
The next step in our iterative adoption cycle is where we apply IBM Connections to the
process or purpose of this iteration.
This is one of the most difficult stages of the cycle, as we need to translate the user’s
requirements into a solution using the tools available to us. There are few fixed rules about
doing this and we have attempted to assist you as much as possible with the Common Use
Cases starting on page 31.
You will find that the common use cases fall into one or more of three categories of
solution:
1.! Solutions which help to publish information;
2.! Solutions which store information for later retrieval;
3.! Solutions that gather information to help in decision-making.

If you look back at some of the Use Cases we prioritized in the Link Requirements to
Stakeholders section starting on page 103136, you will see that the top Use Cases were
related to gathering information and storing information.
When you are integrating IBM Connections with your users’ world ask yourself which of
these three categories their use case fits into. Ask yourself which of the examples in this
book is closest to their scenario. Use our example as a template and build out from there.
There is no right tool in IBM Connections to do a particular job. Some tools are clearly
much better than others are for some tasks. We could choose to hammer a nail into a wall
with the heel of our shoe, but a hammer is a much better tool for such a job.
You could choose to issue status updates as your way of broadcasting news to people.
If you have lots of news and you know your users might have difficulty keeping up if they are
not using the system often, a better tool might be to use a blog, where longer articles can
be created and more easily assimilated.
A blog, on the other hand, while good at representing news in date order, does not easily
lend itself to providing a structure to the information it presents when you publish many
articles. If you are seeking for a means to produce some sort of long-term electronic
documentation, then perhaps a wiki might be a better solution. A wiki is like an electronic
book with static pages that can be linked together. The best example of a wiki is of course
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Wikipedia. Can you imagine using a blog to publish all of the content in it? It would work, but
would not be a good solution because they are designed for different purposes.
So, when integrating social into your business processes, it helps to have an
understanding of the tools you have available and where they can be used effectively. If we
think back to the preparation of our vision and the planning of the iterations, then we will
have established a purpose and use cases for the different parts of our enterprise social
journey. We broke this journey down into manageable iterations and now we are deploying
them with our users. The first step in integration therefore, is to understand what the current
process is that we are enhancing.
It is difficult to explain this in an abstract form and surely, this part is where experience
with the social tools is needed, so to help with building your understanding, here is an
example.
Currently I need to manage a number of product development processes for an
electronics company. These products are key deliverables in the company’s product line. I
am concerned with product quality, on time deliver, resource usage and staff. As part of the
planning processes around introducing social into the current set up I recognized that the
following use cases would be useful for me:
1.! Develop a product management community for each product to act as a hub for
all the communications and materials associated with each product.
2.! Establish a blog for each product where my team can inform everyone else in the
company about the latest developments.
3.! Use Status Updates within the communities to provide a mechanism for the team
members to report to each other on the progress of various projects and other
issues coming up. I also want them to use it as a means of asking questions and
getting answers.
4.! We have found that our product documentation gets out of date quickly and that
it costs a lot to keep it up to date and keep the company up to date through
duplication (especially since we have four production sites worldwide).
I broke these use cases down into the following iteration plans:
1.! Establish Product communities
2.! Migrate existing content into the communities
3.! Capture previous news articles and create a wiki for them. Create one blog entry
that points people to these articles for future reference.
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4.! Establish a blog-per-product and assign blog authors and taxonomy.
5.! Establish Status Updates as a means of reducing email and cross-product-team
communication.
6.! Create wikis for each of the product manuals and populate them with the latest
documentation.
There are business processes associated with iterations 3, 4, 5 and 6 that need to be
reviewed to accommodate the new tools.
The current news article process relies on someone using a word-processor package
to gather and create the content for the news update, let’s call this person “Bill”.. This goes
round in email form over the space of about a week, with many revisions being issued and
received over the course of the week. This takes up lots of email and many different versions
of files.
We decided that we could replace this process by having Bill work with a blog entry.
Each time he works on it he saves it as a draft. We agree that instead of Bill telling me each
time he’s updated it, the people who would otherwise have received the emails with the
drafts attached will instead “follow” the blog. These drafts will then appear in our activity
stream. If Bill wants to draw our attention to something specific in the blog entry, he chooses
“Notify Others about this Blog entry” in the blog to have Connections automatically send an
email to us. That email contains a URL link back to the draft blog entry. We can post our
comments against the blog entry, not by emailing Bill but as responses to the draft. Everyone
can see what everyone else is saying and thus the number of duplicate feedback comments
he gets is reduced.
When the draft blog entry is ready, Bill deletes the comments and publishes. People in
the organization who are interested in our product updates get an update in their activity
stream as well as, if it’s configured this way, an email to let them know that the posting is up
there.
This re-working of a process that is important to all of us is a huge time saver. It is also
very much lighter on its use of email and results in people’s inboxes receiving material which
is actually for their attention, rather than everyone else’s comments and everyone’s edits to
a word-processor document.
The point of this example is to show how I translated my needs for improving the capture
and publishing of information into a series of steps (iterations). I also then started adapting
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my process with some imagination to reduce how much needless information is flowing
around.
Companies I have worked with, when taking such simple steps are finding enormous
benefit. One such company managed to reduce its process time for a particular informationgathering and publishing process from four weeks to six days.
What I have ignored in this description, of course, is the steps I need to take to ensure
that my teams take up our new process and use it wisely. We repeat our cycle for each
iteration to ensure that the new practices are developed, governed and embedded with
people.
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Step 3 – Customize
In Step 2 we looked at how we translated a business need into iterations and then into a
new process for our team to start using. This is akin to choosing and buying a new house.
Until we have had a chance to put the carpets down and curtains up, and move our stuff in,
it will not seem like home.
Customizing the iteration, therefore, is important to ensure that it fits as closely as
possible the users and their needs.
Customization at a process level can be an iterative process in its own right. A bit like
moving the furniture around in your new house, it might take a number of attempts to find it
just to your liking. You might choose to structure how you run the process of review of the
news before it goes live. You might want to alter the default layout of the blog page to suit
user feedback. You might also choose to completely change the format of presentation of
the news update because its now in a different electronic format to its predecessor.
It is better to take baby steps with customizing and implementing social into your
processes where there is a high degree of cultural change needed to embrace this
approach, or where the processes are complex. For example, having someone upload the
finished word processor version of the news article into the blog to be downloaded by
people might be the first baby-step you want to take with the implementation of your social
process. The next step you take, once the publishing has moved from a mass email to a
blog, is to change the content itself to move from being a file to being native text and
graphics in the blog entry. There is no right and wrong approach to this, more one that needs
to be adapted to suit the culture, the people and the process.
The scope you have for customizing the iteration may be limited by a number of factors:
• What the product allows you to change;
• What skills your team has to customize, such as embedding HTML or JavaScript code
to extend the functionality.
For the former the use of IBM Connections Cloud is likely to allow less customization
than on-premises IBM Connections permits. Do remember that although your options to
customize may be limited, the tools themselves can generally be made to do 80% of what
you need. You may need to compromise on the remaining 20%, but I have found that often
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that 20% comes from the “that’s the way we’ve always done it” camp and although deeply
entrenched as a set of requirements, may not actually be a roadblock to adoption.
For example, I had a customer who complained to me that their move from Microsoft
Outlook to IBM Notes was not working. On investigation I found they were complaining
about the fact that when each person accessed a group mailbox, Notes would show each
user which emails they had not read. Microsoft Outlook, on the other hand, showed which
emails anyone in the team had not read. Therefore, if I was not the first person to open the
mailbox, there would be a strong chance that some of the emails would show up as "read"
rather than "unread".
Thinking about this for a moment, I realized that Notes was working as it should. The
concept of "read" and "unread" is one that the application uses to show you what’s new
and what’s not. If it showed what other people had read, then I could not be sure whether it
was me that had read it or someone else.
The customer’s entrenched process dealt with this fact but in fact, logically (in my
opinion) was wrong.
IBM Notes was working correctly and the original process was flawed. This 20%
problem took some work to go through with the customer but eventually we altered the
process to more correctly show "actioned" and "awaiting action" next to the message. The
“read” and “unread” status of the message then because a great boon to the user because
they could be sure (at last) what they themselves had looked at, regardless of the status of
the request itself.
My point in this story is to say that although in some situations your scope for
customization of a standard product, especially when housed in a public cloud
infrastructure, might be limited; you should also look at your processes. It may well be that
they are as they are because they had to accommodate an earlier shortcoming which your
new enterprise social network addresses.
Coming back to our example, the use of the word processor document as the content
display vehicle for news and email as the content delivery mechanism came about because
that was the only realistic way at the time to achieve the business purpose. Using a rich text
editor in a blog document is now a much more efficient and easier-to-manage process and
your processes should be on the table for adjustment to make use of these new tools.
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Step 4 – Governance
Governance in an enterprise social network concept is about setting the rules by which
everyone will play by. If you are iterating a small community for a workgroup, or a complete
system for an entire organization you need to consider what governance steps you will take.
What do I mean by governance?
Most likely, your organization will already have governance in place. It is normally written
into the Staff Handbook, if you have one. It might also appear in places like the Acceptable
Use Policy for using computers.
Governance is probably also baked-into the firewall settings your IT department has set
up. You might not be able to access certain sites from the company's network.
Governance in an enterprise social network covers many of these areas, but also
addresses:
• The way things are named
• The default security model for components
• The formatting or terms used in tagging
• What information can be shared openly?
• Rules about things like product names, non-disclosure agreements, language used
I strongly encourage you to consider governance with each iteration as it avoids
confusion and ambiguity.
You needn't go into huge depth about it, but I would encourage you to consider putting
together either a centralized wiki with a page per iteration, or better still, embed a wiki link
into whatever you're doing so that people can access the rules easily.
A governance policy can take the following form:
• Define the scope of the policy
• Product names, referrals to the organization
• Voice
• Non-disclosure
• Language Approval process
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• Crisis-management plan
• Training
• Enforcement
• Systematic Nomenclature
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Step 5 – Engagement
Expect to meet resistance when you are delivering your iterations. Not everyone in your
organization shares your team’s enthusiasm for IBM Connections or for the positive
changes which it will bring. We have structured the plan to allow you to roll out the first few
iterations to the easier groups of users but you should expect to meet increasing resistance
as you go further into the organization.
At some point, usually reasonably early on in the whole project, you may find yourself in
the “chasm”. The term, coined by Geoffrey Moore in his book “Crossing the Chasm”
highlights from a marketing standpoint how the adoption curve can be expected to go.:

Figure 85 The chasm of iteration.

The chasm is where you run out of goodwill amongst those people who appreciate your
efforts. They are busy working with the system but now you must start to convince “the
pragmatists” in the Early Majority of the value of the system. Without a strategy your project
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stops in the chasm because you have not done enough to build your message, strategy and
approach to reach the non-die hard enthusiasts.
So what can you do to evangelize and motivate people in your iteration about the IBM
Connections? How do you convince your end-users that this is for them? How do you
enable them to get started and motivated to become social knowledge workers and gain
the 20% productivity improvement McKinsey in their 2013 study "The Evolution of the Social
Enterprise" found? Well, a good place to start is to understand what commonly motivates
people at work. Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs is a well-known psychological model you can
use to understand what motivates your end users:

Figure 86 Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs

What Maslow found was that people are motivated by achievement and demotivated by
company policies and administration. This gives us a hint towards what steps you can take
to evangelize about the benefits and gains to be had from the social intranet. Recognition of
someone’s efforts in the system must not go unnoticed. Getting feedback on what they say
and share builds motivation to do more.
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On the other side of the equation, streamlining business processes (like we described
earlier) reduces the demotivation factors and increases job satisfaction Your social intranet
solution can do both of these things – so get out there and do it!
In a practical sense, however, what can you do? Hopefully you have done some planning
with your Communications and Engagement plans. Now is the time to put that into action
and support the good work you're doing on the deployment of new business processes.
There is no sure-fire solution to enabling your staff and evangelizing the benefits. My
advice to you is to try lots of different approaches and stick with what seems to work. You
need to live and breathe the system during this process but be humble. Always listen, be
social and be around. If you have different locations using the system – GO THERE and
make it known you’re coming. Make yourself available for the new evangelists to get
charged up by you.
Developing a social collaboration system in your organization is a marathon, not a sprint.
You have to realize that by pacing yourself you can reach the end with your goals in tact and
with your team with you.
In our journey to becoming a social business so far we have managed to get as far as
releasing materials for others to pick up and start using for implementing social strategies in
their parts of the organization. This is all very well but I am sure we have been on the
delivering or receiving end of many projects which start with a lot of noise and enthusiasm
only to fizzle out after a few months when the original players have moved onto other things.
Remember that one of your employees’ key motivators is “what’s in it for me”. If you
address this point you will be well-placed to cross the chasm.
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Step 6 – Mentor
Mentoring is a skill which you can apply to people in any part of your organization. In our
context it is essentially “personal training” on all aspects of the system and how they use it.
It’s very labor intensive – requiring usually a 1-1 pairing of mentor and mentee. The good
thing about it is that it drives very strong results very quickly.
Mentoring is useful for any group of people. Your core team should be able to mentor
people in IBM Connections and their first focus for mentoring should probably be the Early
Adopters and the Senior Management.
For Early Adopters you can take the approach of peer mentoring – one person helping
another. For the Senior Management, I would recommend “Reverse Mentoring”.
A good mentor acts as a sounding board, development coach, interpreter and guide,
and a role model. The mentor needs to know what the mentee expects from the
relationship. Usually its:
•! Encouragement to learn and to try new features or approaches;
•! Get honest feedback about their development and suggestions for improvement;
•! Set challenges to develop the mentee’s skills.

I recommend mentoring over classroom “chalk and talk” training for many reasons, but
the main one is commitment from the mentee to actually receive the guidance and
education we are trying to give them.
When you are rolling out an iteration you should find ways to mentor the key individuals
in the group receiving the new solution. Get them up to speed and make them into experts
using your current mentors. The result will be that the mentee will evangelize on your behalf
about the system and will join the group of potential mentors for the next iteration, and so
on.
This way you have the opportunity to scale your solution to the remainder of the
organization. Your core team probably can’t possibly deliver every single iteration across
the entire organization. At some point you will need to rely on others to do so for you. By
iterating and reviewing and improving each time you hand an increasingly mature and
complete set of materials and approaches to the mentors to take your message forward.
Reverse mentoring is where you provide mentoring for those above you in the
organization. It represents an interesting challenge for the mentor and mentee. Usually the
mentor will be someone considerably more junior to the mentee. They stand to gain
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experience and education by being exposed to a very senior member of staff. This can form
a strong bond between the two people involved and could provide significant career
advancement for a good junior mentor.
For the senior mentee it provides the most flexible and discrete method of getting up to
speed. It is usually very unlikely that you will get senior managers attending a training course.
In my experience when they do they tend to dominate proceedings and drive their own
agenda to the detriment of everyone else. By reverse mentoring you eliminate this
disruption and get a higher quality outcome.

Figure 87 The different needs of the mentor and mentee

Of course there are some guidelines to consider when setting up your executives with a
reverse mentor, least of all your own career!
.!

FIND A COMPATIBLE PAIR - Consider the personalities of the executive and the
mentor. Try to find pairings that work. Consider an ice-breaker session where
mentors and mentees can mix in an informal environment. It might be a lunch and
learn, an after work session or something similar.

.!

FIND THE RIGHT LEVEL - We are all busy and of course our execs are the busiest
of all (right?). Educate your mentor to watch for the signs that the exec is struggling,
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needs to speed up or to slow down. Do it sensitively and seek to find the right pace.
.!

IT'S ABOUT BUSINESS, NOT TECHNOLOGY- Remember that the execs are
probably not interested in the whizzy social collaboration system under the covers.
They’re just interested in what it means for the Business as Usual situation: are
people working better, communicating better, coming up with better ideas, etc.?
Your mentor needs to park their technology addiction and focus on how it helps the
exec. This in itself is a valuable lesson for the mentor.

.!

SET EXPECTATIONS - You should facilitate the preparation of a plan between the
pairing. Drive the plan towards what the executive wants to achieve and agree a
timescale for it to be delivered. Check in on the process but agree with the pair that
it is over to them to agree the process and approach for giving the mentoring.

.!

TWEAK YOUR APPROACH – No process can be considered complete without
some sort of feedback. Get the candid feedback about the process of reverse
mentoring from both sides. Tweak your approach accordingly. When your reverse
mentoring process ends, I’d recommend a formal close event. It could just be a
meeting or something less “formal”, but the event should be marked. At that event
ask for the pairings to share their experiences of the process. What did each learn?
How would they improve it? What will they use going forward?
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Step 7 – Measure, Rinse and Repeat
If you want to see how well you are doing, how something is improving or how far you
have moved, put it in a graph. A picture tells a thousand words and so therefore putting the
practice of business analytics to work in your social collaboration environment will help you
see how your iterations are delivering success. Armed with statistics like these you can be
sure any of your stakeholders will be pleased to hear from you!

Figure 88 If you want to improve something, draw a graph.

On a recent project the customer had to slow down the deployment of IBM Connections
while it was still going through its early adopter phase. Using metrics, they realized that the
initial group of 25 users had quickly (in two days) grown to 40 users. Within a week they were
at nearly 80 and after a month they had over 140 users of the system. That’s from an initial
team of 25 people. Without this simple metric about the viral adoption of Connections they
would not have been able to change their plans for adoption to more rapidly develop training
materials. They also changed our plan to offer a “Welcome” community early in our plan
rather than at the end.
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Business Analytics has left the realms of statisticians and accountants. It is no longer the
preserve of (just) your Financial Director. Instead, using metrics on your social collaboration
you can unveil a wealth of information about the habits and requirements of your users.
Wouldn’t it be great to know which communities are never visited? Which parts of the
Staff Handbook are never visited? What are people saying in comments about the
company’s annual results? How does the number of tasks on this project relate to the last
project we did like this? Who are the biggest contributors to the system?
This intelligence is the other side of your knowledge equation which forms by using
social collaboration solutions. The inputs to the equation are the innate desire by people to
do a good job and be social together with the knowledge they have in their heads which
they can share with you – if you just know which question to ask. On the right hand side of
the equation, the product, your organization gains explicit knowledge and intelligence.
Knowledge and Intelligence – two words any chief executive officer would be interested in.
In the latest release of IBM Connections, IBM has included a license to use Cognos BI
for the purposes of analyzing the content of the Connections environment. In doing so you
can gain a great deal more than the “how many users do we have” statistic I was impressed
with on my project. A BI platform like Cognos not only allows you to report on these statistics
but also gain insight into the trends forming.
If you haven’t already looked at metrics as a way of measuring your social success, we
strongly encourage you to do so. It’s a dimension to your social collaboration efforts which
moves it from knowledge management and capture to business strategy execution.
One of the many reasons often reported about the reluctance of an organization to
deploying a social collaboration platform is “someone might say something bad”. This
indicates to that they have missed the point of being a social business in its entirety. How
can you become a better place to work, a more productive organization, have more joinedup processes and exceed your customer’s expectations by burying your head in the sand
when someone says something “bad”?
Why not instead consider Sentiment Analysis to analyze the expressed sentiments in
your social system? Wouldn’t it be great if the product development people could get a
sentiment analysis of the support requests your helpdesk guys were recording? By
embedding social into your business processes in this way you are automatically adding the
most valuable product development feedback you can get: the thoughts of your customers.
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The tenth step of the process is one of the most important. By MEASURING you can
improve. By capturing, reporting, feeding back and analyzing what your people and your
customers are saying you can become BETTER. According to the IBM Institute of Business
Value, 53% of top performing organizations use insights to drive day-to-day operations.
Consider one last area in your measurement of your social collaboration. Predictive
Analytics takes your data, applies a model to it and predicts the outcome. The sophistication
of the model you apply allows you to be more accurate and confident about the prediction.
If you could predict that a project being managed in an Activity in IBM Connections was
going to run late, what would that be worth to your organization?
We've travelled a long way since the start of this first iteration in our iterative adoption
cycle. We've come full circle and hopefully completed our first successful implementation
of a socialized collaboration environment for a particular group of users in the organization.
How do you feel? Did it work as you thought? What changed? Now is probably the most
important time for your efforts. Meet your team, discuss the results, document them and
store and share them in your Community for the next iteration. The wider the readership for
your "lessons learned" information, the better the next one will be.
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Chapter Nine – Conclusions
Implementing a IBM Connections or IBM Connections Cloud is not like any other IT
project your IT department will have run before. In fact, I’d strongly encourage you not to
have your IT department run the rollout of your system. Why? Because, quite rightly, the IT
department is focused on making sure that the machinery and software which people
depend on every day is working as designed. You need to go beyond merely ensuring the
function and reliability of the network, the computer, the software and the functionality of the
software people use. To implement social, you need to reach into the business processes
people operate on a daily basis and motivate them to share more, be more inclusive and to
recognize that their value in the organization is not just what they know, but what they share.
The world is moving into the implementation of Systems of Engagement to complement
the traditional Systems of Record we have become familiar with. IT departments implement
Systems of Record to provide a business function. People make Systems of Engagement
provide an extra dimension to the information they have at had. Where a System of Record
provides explicit knowledge about a business transaction, such as the invoice price, the
hours spent, the customer’s problem, a System of Engagement brings the tacit knowledge
and experience which your staff have about these transactions but which are otherwise not
included in the organization’s corporate intelligence.
Implementing an enterprise social network with its many tools and approaches to acting
as a System of Engagement allows you to bring these two Systems together. It’s possible
to integrate them with document management solutions, transactional systems and many
other electronic solutions through methods such as OpenSocial, ActivityStrea.ms, CMIS
and embedded experiences. Indeed, the integration of informal knowledge capture together
with the formal transaction information drives “knowledge accidents”. Such accidents are
the kind of thing that happen all day every day when you meet someone in the corridor or in
the canteen or are having an otherwise unrelated conversation with someone. They mention
that they were speaking to someone and you discover some snippet of information which
helps you solve a problem. The trouble is, these serendipitous encounters don’t scale.
There could very well be someone in your organization in a different area who knows exactly
how to solve your problem or has that key insight into your customer. If you don’t have a
System of Engagement, where knowledge accidents are allowed to flourish, the benefits of
the enterprise social network, which is the union of these two worlds, is difficult to realize.
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So you should approach implementing an enterprise social network more like a business
change process. It’s about psychology, communication, pacing, creativity, positivity and
energy – not about technology.
The five steps I have set out in this book guide you through a logical sequence of actions
to get you going in your project. The last step, adoption, encourages rapidly iterating through
the same steps to deliver the change and get people using it.
I hope you have gleaned from my words that working in small groups on specific
problems and then scaling out is the path to success. I meet many people who have not
considered setting a vision or documenting the business case, or seeking leadership
commitment. These are vital for the monetary and time investment the organization needs
to make.
Careful planning is of course essential too, but I have found in developing this material
that customers are less concerned about planning. That’s a good thing and certainly
planning an enterprise social network, from a purely scheduling and resourcing point of view,
is not dissimilar from any other project.
What is different, however, is the need for communication and engagement and its for
this reason that the skills you need on your team need to come from a much broader
population than you might previously have drawn. Be careful, however, of setting the
expectations bar too high. Start modestly with your engagement, build on your success.
Your confidence, and those around you will grow to a stage where the engagement of the
end user is less about pulling teeth and more about stopping a flood! When you have results
to show – simple metrics like time saved, customer satisfaction increased, etc., share these
openly. These are the monetary units of success.
Above all, practice what you preach. If you can’t do something with your system that you
would expect to do, then fix it. It’s better for you to have experienced the “I wonder how we
do that” question first so that you have the answer for your users.
Lastly, and something I haven’t documented anywhere else in this book, have humility.
Thank people for their continued interaction and engagement. Be appreciative of the
support you receive from your leadership. Express gratitude to your project team regularly.
Make working on the project a pleasure and you will keep your people with you. When
people are happy they become creative.
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I genuinely hope you have found this second edition of my book useful and invigorating.
I hope you feel now better equipped for your social journey ahead and that I have given you
some practical advice you can apply directly in your project plans and iterations. In my job
at IBM I hear about some really dramatic returns on investment from organizations who have
taken the subject of adoption seriously. I also hear about cases where adoption is confused
with training and that customers don’t find the purpose (or use cases) which matter to the
end users.
Please therefore take this material and apply it in your organization. Build upon my
approach and techniques and if it works for you, please let me know. You can find me on
LinkedIn and Twitter – search for alanghamilton.
Good luck.
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